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I. INTRODUCTION AND RELIEF REQUESTED 

This administrative appeal concerns whether the University of 

Washington Medical Center ("UWMC") will be given special, preferential 

treatment and exempted from the normal requirements of the Department 

of Health ("Department") Certificate of Need ("CON") process for 

approving new hospital beds, or whether UWMC will be held to the same 

standards as all other hospitals, as required by law. The agency action at 

issue is the Department's erroneous decision to "make an exception" and 

grant UWMC a CON for unneeded beds. This decision was made even 

though the legal standards applied by the Department in every other acute 

care bed case required the CON to be denied. The Department's decision 

was unprecedented and without basis in law or fact. It should be reversed. 

In 2012, UWMC finished construction on a new building (the 

"Montlake Tower") without obtaining Department approval. UWMC 

understood from the outset that a CON would be required before it could 

add acute care hospital beds to its new building. It also knew that there 

was no community need for additional beds, but it decided to shell in the 

entire building anyway. Once it did so, UWMC wanted to speed up the 

timetable for acute care bed use of the space it had built, despite the lack 

of community need. UWMC applied for a CON seeking the right to add 

79 acute care beds to its Tower (the "Application"), with the expectation 

that it could convince the Department to approve the beds notwithstanding 

the community's bed surplus and lack of need for the foreseeable future. 

The Department's CON Program ("Program") spent a year 
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collecting data and evaluating the Application. The Program Analyst and 

the Department's financial expert, who were charged with conducting the 

evaluation, correctly determined that the Application failed the four CON 

statutory review criteria (need, financial feasibility, cost containment, and 

structure and process of care), in part because there was no community 

need projected for new beds according to the methodology always applied 

by the Department. Accordingly, the Analyst prepared an extensive 

written evaluation concluding that the Application should be denied. At 

the last minute, however, the Analyst's boss's boss, Bart Eggen, 

unilaterally ordered the Analyst to award a CON to UWMC. Eggen had 

not taken part in the evaluation process, nor had he reviewed any of the 

Application materials, the documents or data submitted in opposition, or 

any other materials. Without any further analysis, the Program's "no" was 

summarily changed to a "yes" and the Application was approved, despite 

failing the legal standards universally applied to all previous applications. 

Petitioners/ Appellants Providence Health & Services-Washington 

and Swedish Health Services ("Petitioners") requested an adjudicative 

proceeding to review and reverse the Program's flawed decision. At the 

hearing, the Program completely abandoned and made no effort to defend 

its written decision. Instead, it deferred entirely to UWMC to try to justify 

issuance of the CON. Since the Application failed under the standards 

always applied by the Department, UWMC asked the Presiding Officer to 

affirm the CON under a purported "alternative" analysis mentioned in the 

long-defunct State Health Plan. This "alternative," which has been 
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referred to in this case as "Criterion Two," had never been used by the 

Department in the 34-year history of the CON Program. In fact, it was not 

even considered in the Program's year-long evaluation of the Application. 

Nonetheless, the Department's Presiding Officer acceded to UWMC's 

request and affirmed Eggen's directive to issue the CON, relying upon 

"Criterion Two." In essence, without any legal authority, the Presiding 

Officer ruled that UWMC was so "unique" that the Department would not 

apply the normal rules to its Application. 

Petitioners sought administrative review by the Department. The 

Review Officer affirmed the Presiding Officer's decision in its entirety 

with little further analysis. Both the Presiding Officer and the Review 

Officer improperly focused on the desires and perceived institutional 

needs ofUWMC itself, such as UWMC's inflated claims of overcrowding. 

But individual institutional needs are not part of the statutory framework 

for evaluating CON applications, nor are they a legal basis for issuing a 

CON. To the contrary, as the Department has itself confirmed in prior 

decisions: "Determining the need for acute care hospital beds looks to the 

need for additional acute care beds in the service area and not whether the 

individual facility needs more beds." 1 Furthermore, UWMC failed to 

present substantial evidence to support issuance of the CON even under 

the invalid "alternative" standard it espoused. Both the standards used by 

1 In re CON Decision on Providence Sacred Heart Med Ctr. Proposal to Add 152 
Acute Care Beds to Spokane County ("Jn re Sacred Heart"), Final Order (2011) 
(AR244 l-99), Finding of Fact No. 1.32 (emphasis added) (AR2465-66). 
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the Department to evaluate the Application, and its assessment of the 

Application against those standards, were materially flawed and wrong. 

In its race to approve new beds for a fellow state-funded entity, the 

Department has thrown out its year-long evaluation of the Application, 

controverted its own longstanding policy and practice, and disregarded the 

governing statutory and regulatory requirements. Its decision, if allowed 

to stand, would effectively forever give UWMC a de facto exemption 

from the health care planning framework established by the legislature and 

applied consistently by the Department for decades. It has granted a CON 

for 79 new beds even though there is no need for more beds projected out 

into the future under the usual methodology and even though the 

Application failed the review criteria as always applied. This is not a case 

where a state agency has conducted a legitimate, lawful analysis entitled to 

deference and affirmance; instead, the Department simply made an 

exception contrary to Washington law, arbitrarily and capriciously, and 

without substantial evidence. The decision should be reversed. 

II. ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR 

1. The Department erred in approving UWMC's Application 

for a CON to add 79 new acute care hospital beds to its current license. 

2. The Department erred in entering its Findings of Fact, 

Conclusions of Law, and Initial Order dated September 12, 2014 (the 

"Initial Order"). See Appendix A (ARJ 119-56). 

3. The Department erred in entering its Findings of Fact, 

Conclusions of Law, and Final Order dated January 26, 2015 (the "Final 
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Order"), including Finding of Fact 1.1 and Conclusion of Law 2.4, which 

affirms and adopts in full all Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law set 

forth in the Initial Order. See Appendix B (AR3493-507). For ease of 

reference, herein the Findings of Fact in the Initial Order will be referred 

to as the "Findings" and the Conclusions of Law in the Initial Order will 

be referred to as the "Conclusions." 

4. The Department erred in entering Finding 1.3.2 

5. The Department erred in entering Finding 1.4. 

6. The Department erred in entering Finding 1.6. 

7. The Department erred in entering Finding 1.7. 

8. The Department erred in entering Finding 1.8. 

9. The Department erred in entering Finding 1.11. 

10. The Department erred in entering Finding 1.12. 

11. The Department erred in entering Finding 1.13. 

12. The Department erred in entering Finding 1.14. 

13. The Department erred in entering Finding 1.15. 

14. The Department erred in entering Finding 1.17. 

15. The Department erred in entering Finding 1.18. 

16. The Department erred in entering Finding 1.19. 

17. The Department erred in entering Finding 1.20. 

The Initial Order contains extensive footnotes. For the avoidance of doubt, 
assignments of error include all footnotes associated with the identified Findings. In 
addition, several of the "Findings" are very lengthy, including a few that span multiple 
pages. It is not practicable, in the page limits available here, for Petitioners to 
specifically parse out each erroneous aspect of each Finding and thus, they assign error to 
each Finding as a whole. For reference, a chart setting forth specific statements in the 
Initial Order to which Petitioners have taken specific exception is set forth at AR3275-84. 
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18. The Department erred in entering Finding 1.21. 

19. The Department erred in entering Finding 1.22. 

20. The Department erred in entering Finding 1.25. 

21. The Department erred in entering Finding 1.26. 

22. The Department erred in entering Finding 1.29. 

23. The Department erred in entering Finding 1.30. 

24. The Department erred in entering Finding 1.31. 

25. The Department erred in entering Finding 1.32. 

26. The Department erred in entering Finding 1.33. 

27. The Department erred in entering Conclusion 2.3. 

28. The Department erred in entering Conclusion 2.9. 

29. The Department erred in its discussion set forth in the 

Initial Order and Final Order that was not numbered or identified as any 

Finding or Conclusion (see Initial Order, pp. 6-13; Final Order, pp. 2-12). 

30. The Department erred in refusing to allow Petitioners to 

introduce actual 2012 Comprehensive Hospital Abstract Reporting System 

("CHARS") statistical data while yet allowing UWMC to rely upon and 

introduce inaccurate statements and projections concerning the 2012 data. 

III. ISSUES PERTAINING TO ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR 

Did the Department err in granting UWMC a CON for 79 new 

acute care hospital beds? Specifically: 

1. The methodology that has always been used by the 

Department to determine whether there is need for new acute care beds 

establishes that there is no need for the 79 beds requested by UWMC, and, 
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in fact, shows that there is already a substantial surplus of beds well into 

the future. Under established law and practice, the Application thus fails 

the "need" criterion (WAC 246-310-210). Nonetheless, the Department 

held that "need" existed under a new analysis, referred to as "Criterion 

Two," which has never been used before and is inconsistent with prior 

Department decisions and CON law. Did the Department err in 

concluding that the need criterion could be satisfied through Criterion 

Two? (Assignments of Error 1-13, 27-29). 

2. If Criterion Two is allowed to be used as a standard to 

evaluate whether need exists for additional beds, did the Department err in 

concluding that UWMC had proven actual community need despite the 

lack of evidence? (Assignments of Error 1-13, 27-29). 

3. UWMC's Application omitted $34,000,000 in capital costs 

related to the proposed addition of beds, contrary to law. As a result, no 

evaluation of the true capital cost of UWMC's project has ever been 

performed by the Department to determine whether it satisfies the 

financial feasibility and cost containment criteria in WAC 246-310-220 

and WAC 246-310-240. Moreover, the Department has always held that 

these criteria are not satisfied where, as here, there is no numeric need for 

beds. Did the Department err in concluding that UWMC's Application 

nonetheless satisfied the financial feasibility and cost containment criteria 

as required by law? (Assignments of Error 1-5, 14-19, 22-29). 

4. Even if it was not legal error to apply Criterion Two in 

finding the need criterion was satisfied, did the Department err in 
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concluding that UWMC's Application also satisfied the other required 

CON review criteria, given that there is not substantial evidence to find: 

(a) its project is the superior alternative to address any purported need, and 

that other alternatives are not available or practicable (WAC 246-310-

240(1 )); and (b) it will not result in duplication or fragmentation of care 

(WAC 246-310-230(4))? (Assignments of Error 1-5, 20-29). 

5. Longstanding, consistent Department policy requires the 

Department to use the most accurate, up-to-date statistical data available 

in reviewing CON applications (in this case, 2012 CHARS data). Did the 

Department err in refusing to consider this accurate data, as proffered by 

Petitioners, while considering inaccurate projections or portions of the 

same data proffered by UWMC? (Assignment of Error 30). 

IV. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

A. CON Regulatory Framework And The Bed Need Methodology 

As noted above, this case arises from UWMC's request for a CON 

to add 79 new acute care hospital beds. Under Washington law (RCW 

Chapter 70.38, WAC Chapter 246-310), CON applications for acute care 

beds are analyzed using four review criteria, which all must be satisfied to 

obtain approval. See WAC 246-310-210 (need); WAC 246-310-220 

(financial feasibility); WAC 246-310-230 (structure and process of care); 

WAC 246-310-240 (cost containment). The applicant must prove that the 

proposed project is needed by the community, will foster containment of 

health care costs, is financially feasible, and will benefit the structure and 

process of care delivery in the community. Id. This framework aids in 
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managmg health planning in a comprehensive manner that considers 

community interests rather than the interests of any particular facility, 

avoiding duplication of services, and controlling costs and inefficiencies. 

Indeed, an applicant's own institutional wants or needs are not supposed to 

be part of any of the review criteria. Id. 

For health planning and CON purposes, the Department divides the 

state into regions called "service" or "planning" areas. UWMC is located 

in the North King Planning Area ("Planning Area"), along with several 

other hospitals, including Petitioner Swedish's Ballard campus 

("Swedish/Ballard"), and UWMC's sister facility, UW Medicine 

Northwest Hospital ("UW/Northwest"), which is near Northgate. 

AR3515-16. Virtually all of the services provided in the Planning Area 

are duplicated at multiple facilities therein. AR4261; RP1079-86. 

Since the enactment of the CON statute in 1979, the Department 

has begun its analysis in matters like this one by applying a multi-step 

numeric need methodology (the "Methodology"), which forecasts the 

number of beds actually needed in the applicable planning area. 3 Indeed, 

the Department has conceded that it has used the Methodology in every 

prior evaluation of the need for new acute care beds. See AR3029. This 

has ensured a "predictable, transparent, and consistent" process for 

applicants throughout Washington and for the Department.4 

3 See, e.g., In re: CON Decision by Dep 't of Health re: Valley Med. Ctr. et al. ("Jn re 
Valley") (AR2362-439), Final Order (2012), Findings offact 1.13, 1.14 (AR2375). 

4 Jn re Valley, Finding of Fact 1.14, footnote 8 (AR2375). 
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In general terms, the Methodology utilizes (1) patient hospital 

utilization data, (2) population projections, (3) adjustments for patient in

migration and out-migration into and out of the planning area, and (4) the 

existing inventory of acute care beds, to calculate the numerical need for, 

or surplus of, beds in a planning area as of the planning target year (seven 

years in the future). AR4722-30. Historically, the Department has denied 

any CON application where the Methodology does not show a need for 

new beds. See RP820, 831-35, 838. 

B. UWMC Builds A New Tower And Wants To Fill It With 
Unneeded Acute Care Hospital Beds 

In 2008, the University of Washington Regents approved the 

construction of the Montlake Tower, a new medical building, to take place 

in two phases. AR3519, 3784. Phase 1 included the construction of a 

five-story hospital building at a cost of $170 million. AR3748, 3783. 

Phase 2 was planned as a future vertical expansion, including a shell for 

three additional floors. Id UWMC understood that a CON would be 

required before it could add new acute care beds to these three additional 

floors, and anticipated that CON approval would be sought in the latter 

part of this 2010 decade. AR3519; RP72. In 2010, however, the Regents 

decided to complete Phase 2 early, and approved a $34,000,000 capital 

expenditure to shell in the three additional floors. AR3783-84. 

The new three-floor shell was completed by October 2012. 

AR35 l 9-20. At that point, UWMC faced a dilemma of its own making. 

Having chosen to prematurely shell in three additional floors, UWMC was 
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then strongly motivated to try to prematurely occupy the empty floors by 

filling them with additional acute care beds (meaning patients and 

revenues), even though the community had no need for additional hospital 

beds. Thus, in November of 2012, years earlier than it had originally 

planned, UWMC applied for a CON to add 79 surplus acute care beds to 

its Tower. Id. Notably, UWMC's Application represented that the total 

capital cost of the project to add 79 beds was $70,771,363, which omitted 

the $34,000,000 in incurred construction costs for the brand new three-

floor shell, one-third of the actual capital cost. AR3550. 

C. The Program Analyst Who Evaluated The Application 
Determines That It Fails The CON Review Criteria 

The Department, led by CON Program Analyst Bob Russell, 

engaged in a thorough, year-long evaluation of the Application, ending in 

November of 2013. AR4712-58. The process included multiple 

screenings of the Application by the Program, a public hearing, and the 

submission of extensive written analyses and statements by UWMC, 

Petitioners, and other interested persons. See, e.g., AR3743-832, 3842-46, 

3991-4077, 4464-523. The public comment rebuttal period ended on July 

11, 2013. AR4781-82. The Program continued to collect and analyze 

information until late October of 2013, including conducting bed space 

surveys of Swedish/Ballard and UW /Northwest to aid the Department's 

calculation of community bed need under the Methodology. AR4788-89, 

4829-90,4894-902, 5097-105. 

At the end of this lengthy process, Russell determined that there 
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was no need for the requested 79 beds. AR4758. Russell reached this 

conclusion using the same Methodology the Department has always used 

to evaluate whether there is a need for new hospital beds. RP880, 1251. 

Russell found that there was a substantial surplus of beds through 2018, 

which was the target year for planning purposes. AR4758. In other 

words, while UWMC wanted new beds, there was no community need for 

UWMC's project for the foreseeable planning horizon. Id 

In addition, the Department's financial expert, Ric Ordos, who was 

the only person in the Department to analyze whether the Application 

satisfied the financial feasibility and cost containment criteria, concluded 

in his written report to the Program that the Applicationfailed the criteria, 

in part because there was no numeric need. AR4765-69; RP1249-50. 

This decision was completely consistent with past Department analysis. 

Historically, the Department has uniformly concluded that the addition of 

numerically unneeded beds cannot be financially feasible or promote cost 

containment as required by law. RP819-20, 831-35, 838. 

Consequently, based upon his own analysis of no need and Ordos's 

conclusions, Russell drafted an evaluation denying UWMC's Application 

and the requested CON. RP880, 1249-51. His bottom line was that 

UWMC failed to prove the project satisfied the four review criteria. Id. 

D. The Department Supervisor Who Did Not Review Anything In 
The Record Orders The Failed Application To Be Approved 

The Application was found by Department experts to fail the 

review criteria and thus it should have been denied. However, just before 
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the Program's decision was to be issued, Bart Eggen (Executive Director, 

Community Health Systems), who was Russell's boss's boss, unilaterally 

directed Russell to reverse the decision - to change "no" to "yes." RP880-

8 l, 1257. Eggen made this directive even though- as he later admitted on 

the stand - he never reviewed the Application or even a single piece of 

paper in the record. RP881-86. Russell complied with Eggen' s directive 

without reviewing any additional documents or engaging in any further 

analysis; he simply made modest revisions to portions of his written 

evaluation to change its conclusion. RP1257. The Program issued its 

final evaluation on November 5, 2013 (the "Evaluation"), awarding a 

CON to UWMC just as Eggen had directed. AR4712-58. 

Importantly, the altered Evaluation does not cite any authority for 

ignoring the requirement of numeric need under the Methodology or for 

issuing a CON despite the Application failing the standards always 

previously used by the Department. Id. Nor does the Evaluation mention 

the "Criterion Two" analysis urged by UWMC. Id. Indeed, Russell 

admitted that the Program just decided to "make an exception," without 

"analyzing, evaluating, or passing judgment on whether" UWMC satisfied 

Criterion Two or any other purported "alternative" criteria. RP1257-58. 

The Program's actions were unprecedented and inconsistent with 

Department practice in numerous respects. This is the first time that: (1) 

the Program approved a CON for acute care beds in the absence of need 

shown by the Methodology always used by the Department; (2) the 

Program found that an application satisfied the cost containment and 
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financial feasibility criteria despite there being no numeric need; (3) the 

Program disregarded the findings of the Department's expert on financial 

feasibility and cost containment, who had failed the Application; and (4) 

the Analyst responsible for the evaluation was overruled at the last minute 

by a superior and directed to approve an application that had been found to 

fail the traditional CON review criteria. RP831-35, 838, 846, 926-27. 

E. There Is No Need For UWMC's Proposed New Beds Under 
The Department's Uniformly Applied Methodology 

There is no dispute that application of the Methodology shows that 

there is no numeric need for the 79 requested beds. The Program's 

calculation confirmed that there was a surplus of beds in the 2018 target 

year. AR4758. Likewise, even UWMC's own skewed calculation does 

not remotely support a community need for 79 more beds. Findings 1.9, 

1.10 (noting that calculations by the Program and UWMC show no 

numeric need for the requested 79 beds); RP797-98 (UWMC's consultant 

testifying that she did not care about the bed surplus). And both of these 

calculations actually understated the inventory of available beds. 5 

A correct application of the Methodology shows a surplus of 59 

5 The calculations of the Program and UWMC are flawed in several respects. The most 
significant flaw is that they undercounted available beds by approximately 40 beds, 
resulting in an understated surplus. The Program included 166 beds at UW /Northwest, 
while UWMC included 172 beds. AR3753, 4758. In fact, UW/Northwest had 206 
available beds according to UW/Northwest's own accurate internal bed inventory. 
AR5 l 07; RP269-73. These errors are discussed at length in Petitioners' administrative 
briefing but are not particularly material for this appeal given the Department's decision 
to abandon the Methodology. Regardless, if the Department applied the standard 
Methodology using its own calculation, the Application would have to be denied Gust as 
Russell had initially concluded). RPl249-5 l. 
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bed'i in the Planning Area in the target year of 2018, before adding 

UWMC's requested 79 beds. AR1874. The Methodology further shows a 

continuing surplus of beds out to at least 2021. Id. In other words, there 

is no need for any additional beds during the planning period or at any 

time through the decade. Indeed, allowing UWMC to proceed with its 79-

bed project would result in a bed surplus of at least 140 beds in the target 

year of 2018, with an enormous continuing surplus well into the next 

decade. ARI 875. This would be the equivalent of adding another entire 

hospital, empty, to a planning area that is already fully served. 

F. The Presiding Officer Affirms The Issuance Of The CON On 
Improper And Unprecedented Grounds 

Petitioners requested an adjudicative proceeding to contest the 

Program's decision because UWMC's Application does not satisfy the 

four review criteria and should be denied.6 See, e.g., ARl-62. Following 

discovery, an evidentiary hearing was conducted before the now-retired 

Presiding Officer (Frank Lockhart) on June 16-20, 2014. AR993. 7 

6 In a footnote, the Presiding Officer made a factual error, to which Petitioners object 
and assign error. He stated: "The three Petitioners ... are all located outside of the North 
King Planning Area." Initial Order, footnote I. This is not true. Petitioner Swedish is 
located in the North King Planning Area by virtue of the fact that its Ballard hospital 
campus (Swedish/Ballard) is located there. AR3516. In any event, Petitioners are 
affected parties, were given affected party status by the Department, participated in all 
administrative proceedings, and neither UWMC nor the Program have argued otherwise. 

7 Petitioners, as the parties who initiated the adjudicative proceeding, requested to 
present their case first. The Presiding Officer denied their request and allowed UWMC 
to go first, without restriction. He also limited the hearing to five days, over Petitioners' 
objection. UWMC called five witnesses and was permitted to present its case from 
Monday to mid-day Thursday, leaving Petitioners only the rest of Thursday and Friday in 
which to put on their case. The order and time limitations prevented Petitioners from 
calling several witnesses and compressed the examination of the witnesses Petitioners 
were able to call. The deck was stacked against Petitioners from the outset. 
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Notably, the Program did not call any witnesses or otherwise try 

to support its Evaluation or evaluation process. No effort was made to 

convince the Presiding Officer that the Program had gotten it right.8 

Instead, UWMC focused on trying to have the Presiding Officer apply a 

new, "alternative" analysis, "Criterion Two," which was not considered 

by the Program or even mentioned in the Evaluation. See AR2817-53 

(UWMC argument focusing on Criterion Two); AR4712-58. As 

discussed below, "Criterion Two," which was found in the long-defunct 

State Health Plan, has never been used by the Department and is 

inconsistent with the need Methodology always applied. See infra 

Section V.B. UWMC focused on this "alternative" approach before the 

Presiding Officer because otherwise the absence of numeric need for new 

beds would be an insurmountable obstacle to approval. 

During the hearing, the Presiding Officer contravened settled 

Department policy by refusing to use the most recent available statistical 

data in evaluating the Application (2012 CHARS data). RP1025-26. 

However, while Petitioners were limited to using 2011 CHARS data, the 

Presiding Officer allowed UWMC to present its inaccurate estimates and 

8 As the Department has conceded, the evidence at adjudicative hearings is typically 
limited to "what was presented to the Program during the review of the application." 
AR366. But the Presiding Officer did not focus on the evidence presented to the Program 
or give any real consideration to the Program's Evaluation or process. Instead, the 
Presiding Officer disregarded the Evaluation and the undisputed facts about the 
disturbing manner in which the Program changed its decision at the last-minute, calling it 
simply part of the "process." Initial Order, footnote 44. In doing so, the Presiding 
Officer missed the point, which was that the Program's decision was not based on a 
legitimate "process," but was instead an improper and unfounded executive directive 
completely inconsistent with prior Department practice, precedents, and CON law. 
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projections allegedly based upon current 2012 data. RP1038. It was 

error to refuse to admit the actual, accurate data. Even the Program 

asked the Presiding Officer to reconsider, to no avail. RP1030. 

Following post-hearing briefing, the Presiding Officer issued the 

Initial Order. See Appendix A (AR3119-56). The Presiding Officer 

largely ignored the Evaluation and the work of the Department's experts, 

and adopted UWMC's positions essentially in their entirety. See id 

With respect to the need criterion, the Presiding Officer refused to apply 

the Methodology applied in all prior CON matters, which showed no 

need. Findings 1.6-1.12. Instead, he held that UWMC would be treated 

as "unique" and that, for the first time ever, the Application would be 

evaluated under Criterion Two. Id He then concluded that UWMC had 

shown an institutional need for more beds, principally based on its 

inflated claims of overcrowding at its current facility. Id 

With respect to financial feasibility, the Presiding Officer 

acknowledged that UWMC had omitted $34,000,000 in capital costs 

from its Application, but concluded that financial feasibility was satisfied 

despite the fact that no analysis of the project's true costs had ever been 

performed by the Department. Findings 1.16-1.22. With respect to the 

cost containment and structure and process of care criteria, the Presiding 

Officer merely made conclusory findings that the criteria were met 

without undertaking any analysis of the issues. Findings 1.23-1.33. 

G. The Review Officer Affirms The Presiding Officer's Decision 

Petitioners timely sought administrative review of the Initial 
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Order. AR3221-84. On January 26, 2015, the Review Officer issued the 

Final Order, upholding the Initial Order with little further analysis. See 

Appendix B (AR3493-507). The Final Order affirmed all of the 

reasoning in the Initial Order and adopted all Findings and Conclusions 

in the Initial Order as the final decision of the Department. Id. 

H. Petitioners Seek Judicial Review 

Petitioners timely filed a petition for judicial review in King 

County Superior Court. CP41-170. All parties jointly requested an order 

certifying the case for direct review by this Court under RCW 34.05.518, 

which was granted. CPI 74-77. The parties then filed a joint motion for 

discretionary review, which was granted by this Court on June 4, 2015. 

V. ARGUMENT 

The Department's decision marks a stunning departure from its 

uniform interpretation of applicable CON law. In all prior acute care bed 

cases, the Department has used the Methodology to determine need. It has 

also consistently held that the institutional needs of a particular hospital -

even a premier facility uniquely providing complex care - do not support a 

finding of community need. Likewise, in all prior cases, the Department 

has held that all project capital costs must be included and analyzed; that 

the financial feasibility, cost containment, and structure and process of 

care criteria cannot be satisfied absent numeric bed need; and that 

decisions should be made using the most accurate statistical data. The 

Department abandoned all of these well-settled principles to get to "yes." 

The disturbing reality of this case is that the Department decided 
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what result it wanted - to give its fellow state agency permission to build 

out its Tower - and then did what was necessary to reach that result: it 

unlawfully and arbitrarily swept aside and disregarded decades of its 

decisions, standard practices, and legal interpretations under the applicable 

CON statutes and regulations. Without any legal authority whatsoever, 

the Department simply treated UWMC as above the law. Its approach was 

procedurally improper, factually baseless, and contrary to law. 

While Petitioners dispute virtually all aspects of the Department's 

decision, this appeal focuses on five principal deficiencies. First, there is 

no legal or factual basis for the Department's decision to abandon the need 

Methodology and instead to assess UWMC's project based on Criterion 

Two - legally ineffectual language that has never been used before and 

that is inconsistent with the review criteria as uniformly interpreted and 

applied over the past several decades. Second, even if Criterion Two 

could be considered, the evidence in the record cannot support a 

conclusion of need. Third, the record cannot support a conclusion that 

UWMC has satisfied the financial feasibility and cost containment criteria 

in light of the lack of numeric need for the project and the Department's 

failure to include $34,000,000, one-third of the project's actual capital 

cost, in its analysis. Fourth, the record cannot support a conclusion that 

UWMC has proven that its project is the most superior alternative to 

address any purported need or that its project will not result in duplication 

or fragmentation of care, as required by law. Finally, the Department 

erred in refusing to admit accurate statistical data while permitting 
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UWMC to introduce inaccurate estimated projections of that data, 

resulting in a record and decision prejudicially based on false information. 

A. Standard Of Review 

The standards for judicial review in CON cases are well-settled 

and stem from the Washington Administrative Procedure Act, RCW 34.05 

et seq. ("APA"). See, e.g., King County Pub. Hosp. Dist. No. 2 v. Dep't of 

Health, 178 Wn.2d 363, 372, 309 P.3d 416 (2013). It is the function of 

the courts to "ensure[] that administrative agencies follow the law and 

appropriate procedures." Children's Hosp. & Med. Ctr. v. Dep't of 

Health, 95 Wn. App. 858, 868, 975 P.2d 567 (1999); cf Wash. State Hosp. 

Ass 'n v. Dep 't of Health, 183 Wn.2d 590, 363 P.3d 1285 (2015) (holding 

that Department rule violated governing statute). 

Under the AP A, the Court should reverse the Department if it (1) 

employs improper procedure, (2) has "erroneously interpreted or applied 

the law," or has issued an order that is (3) "inconsistent with a rule of the 

agency," (4) "not supported by evidence that is substantial," or (5) is 

"arbitrary or capricious." RCW 34.05.570(3). 

For issues of law, including interpretation of the agency's 

regulations, the Court's review is de novo. Kadlec Reg'! Med. Ctr. v. 

Dep 't of Health, 177 Wn. App. 171, 178, 310 P.3d 876 (2013). The Court 

may "substitute its interpretation of the law for that of the agency," Dist. 

No. 2, 178 Wn.2d at 372, and must "ensure that the agency applies and 

interprets its regulations consistently with the enabling statute." Cobra 

Roofing Serv., Inc. v. Dep 't of Labor & Indus., 122 Wn. App. 402, 409, 97 
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P .3d 17 (2004). Likewise, the "process of applying the law to the facts" is 

"a question of law and is subject to de novo review." Tapper v. 

Employment Sec. Dep 't, 122 Wn.2d 397, 403, 858 P.2d 494 (1993). 

Factual findings are reviewed for substantial evidence in the 

record. Dist. No. 2, 178 Wn.2d at 372. Procedural errors are reviewed de 

novo. KP. McNamara Northwest, Inc. v. Dep 't of Ecology, 1 73 Wn. App. 

104, 121, 292 P.3d 812 (2013). In addition, the Court will reverse any 

action that is arbitrary or capricious, meaning that it was "the result of 

willful and unreasoning disregard of the facts and circumstances." Dist. 

No. 2, 178 Wn.2d at 372 (quotations omitted); see also Children's, 95 Wn. 

App. at 874 (finding Department decision to be arbitrary and capricious). 

B. The Criterion Two Language Is Not A Lawful Basis For A 
Finding Of Need For UWMC's Proposed 79 New Beds 

Despite the lack of numeric need for UWMC's 79-bed project, the 

Department held that the Application satisfied the need criterion (WAC 

246-310-210). It based this decision on the claimed institutional needs of 

UWMC, applying the Criterion Two language from the long-defunct State 

Health Plan. Findings 1.6-1.12. In doing so, the Department rejected the 

legal analysis it had uniformly applied for decades in favor of inconsistent, 

legally ineffectual language that had never once been used in the history of 

the CON program. If allowed to stand, this would be the first time that the 

Department did not use the Methodology to determine need for acute care 

beds. This decision was an error of law, arbitrary and capricious, and 

unsupported by substantial evidence in the record. 
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1. The Criterion Two Language Is Inconsistent With 
Applicable Law And Must Be Rejected. 

The Department's use of Criterion Two as the legal standard for 

determining need constitutes an error of law. The CON statute provides 

that the need criterion assesses "[t]he need that the population served or to 

be served" has for the proposed services (here, new acute care beds). 

RCW 70.38.115(2) (emphasis added). Likewise, the applicable regulation 

provides that need is assessed by considering whether "[t]he population 

served or to be served has need for the project and other services and 

facilities of the type proposed are not or will not be sufficiently available 

or accessible to meet that need." WAC 246-310-210(1) (emphasis added). 

Thus, the law focuses not on the institutional interests or "needs" of the 

applicant, but rather on the need of the population to be served, which the 

Department has always defined as the geographic planning area. Indeed, 

consistent with the plain language of the statute and regulation, the 

Department has previously made clear that institutional interests are not to 

be considered in assessing need. The Department has stated that it "looks 

to the need for additional acute care beds in the service area" and does not 

consider "whether the individual facility needs more beds."9 It has further 

stated that the analysis of need "is not a determination whether the 

[applicant] meets the requirements but whether the proposed additional 

beds are needed in the [applicable] service area." 10 

Criterion Two does not consider the service area's needs or the 

9 In re Sacred Heart, Finding of Fact 1.32 (AR2465-66). 
ID Id. 
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availability of services at other facilities, as required by law. See Finding 

1.6. Instead, it focuses on institutional interests. The Department based 

its decision principally on UWMC's (inflated) claims of overcrowding at 

its facility, despite the substantial surplus of other available beds. 

Findings 1.8-1.12. 11 Its reasoning - that such institutional factors could be 

considered because UWMC provides some complex services - is contrary 

to its past decisions. The Department has specifically held that the fact 

that a hospital uniquely provides complex services is not proof of need. 12 

It was legal error, and arbitrary and capricious, for the Department to 

apply a standard contrary to its prior, consistent interpretation of the law. 

Moreover, the unprecedented use of Criterion Two undermines the 

predictability and transparency promoted by the Department's decades-old 

use of the Methodology to determine need. This usual approach ensured a 

"predictable, transparent, and consistent" process. 13 As the Department 

has stated, the "predictability afforded by the consistent use of the 

[Methodology] argues for its continued use in measuring acute care bed 

need." 14 Consistency avoids the risk of improper decision-making of the 

sort that occurred here, where the Department applied the Methodology 

11 In her prefatory "analysis," which was not part of the Department's Findings or 
Conclusions, the Review Officer asserted that the applicable population for UWMC's 
Application was the entire population of the state. Final Order, p. 9. But there is simply 
no evidence in the record to support either the notion that the applicable population is the 
entire state or that the statewide population somehow has need for the 79 beds. This 
novel proposition was raised for the first time in the Review Officer's Final Order. 

12 In re Sacred Heart, Finding of Fact I .32 ("Sacred Heart provides care in areas that 
other hospitals do not . . . . [T]his reason alone does not reduce the existing surplus of 
hospital beds for all other types of health care.") (AR2465-66). 

13 In re Valley, Finding of Fact 1.14, footnote 8 (AR2375). 
14 In re Valley, Finding ofFact 1.14 (AR2375). 
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but then subsequently changed the rules to reach a different result. The 

unreasoned application of a new, subjective standard wholly inconsistent 

with decades of consistent analysis is a perfect example of legally 

erroneous, and arbitrary and capricious conduct. 15 

It is additionally troubling that Criterion Two was not even used by 

the Program in its analysis and was used by the Department, for the first 

time ever, only in the adjudicative phase. The Department's belated 

application of a new standard at that late stage in order to arbitrarily favor 

a fellow state body undermines trust and respect in the CON process, even 

beyond violating the critical principles of consistency and transparency. 

2. The Criterion Two Language Is Not A Standard That 
Can Be Relied Upon By The Department. 

The Department attempted to justify its application of Criterion 

Two by claiming that, although contrary to its longstanding interpretation 

of applicable law, Criterion Two was a "standard" that it could apply. The 

Department was wrong. WAC 246-310-200(2) permits the Department to 

consider "standards," in its evaluation of the review criteria, that are 

nationally recognized or developed by professional organizations or others 

with recognized expertise. Criterion Two does not fall within any of those 

categories. It is never-used, legally ineffectual language from a document, 

the State Health Plan, that has been defunct for 25 years. 

15 The law disfavors exceptions to the normal process of CON decision-making. Cf 
Swedish Health Svcs. v. Dep't of Health, No. 72612-9, 2015 WL 5098744, at *6 (Wash. 
App. Aug. 31, 2015) (holding that the Department may not use "special circumstances" 
to avoid the requirements of the governing regulations). 
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The State Health Plan was created as part of the enactment of the 

CON statute. The version containing the Criterion Two language 

originated in 1987. Originally, the State Health Plan was to be used in 

considering CON applications. 16 In 1989, however, the legislature phased 

out the use of the State Health Plan, and as of June 30, 1990, it was 

repealed entirely. 17 The Department was authorized to adopt the 

provisions of the State Health Plan as regulations but never did so. 

Accordingly, as of June 30, 1990, the Plan ceased to have any role in the 

Department's review of CON applications. In particular, the Criterion 

Two language was never used when the State Health Plan was in effect 

and, like the rest of the Plan, currently has no legal authority whatsoever. 18 

The Department contends that Criterion Two is nonetheless a 

"standard" that may be considered under WAC 246-310-200(2).19 

Finding 1. 7. It is not. The Department cannot rely upon a "standard" 

unless it exists. The plain language, common sense reading of the 

regulation indicates that it is referring to actual standards that are valid, 

existing, and current; any other reading would lead to absurd results. 

Criterion Two is not a valid, existing, or current standard. It was never 

16 See Laws 1979, !st Ex. Sess., Ch. 161, Sec. 11 (former RCW 70.38. l 15(2)(a)); Laws 
1980, Ch. 139, Sec. 8 (former 70.38.115(5)). 

17 Laws 1989, 1st Ex. Sess. Ch. 9, Sec. 610 (former RCW 70.38.919). 
18 The Department has pointed out that the Methodology also appears in the State 

Health Plan. But there is a stark contrast between the Department's uniform use of the 
Methodology for decades, before and after the State Health Plan was in effect, and the 
Department's reliance here on forgotten language that has never before been used. 

19 The Department also erroneously cited to RCW 70.38.115(5), which allows the 
Department flexibility as to the "[c]riteria adopted for review" of CON applications. This 
provision is irrelevant. Criterion Two has never been "adopted" as a review criteria. 
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used when the State Health Plan was in effect, and the Plan itself was the 

product of a very different health planning environment and a regulatory 

framework the Washington legislature decreed out of existence a quarter 

century ago. Although copies of the State Health Plan are available as 

historical curiosities, the stray Criterion Two language has no legal 

existence or effect and provides no valid basis for a Department decision. 

Even if Criterion Two could be a "standard," the Department could 

not apply that standard unless it had disclosed the standard prior to 

evaluating the application. WAC 246-310-200(2)(c) states that "the 

Department shall identify the criteria and standards it will use during the 

screening of a certificate of need application." Id The purpose of this 

requirement is clear: it provides advance notice to the applicant and 

interested persons of the ground rules for the Department's evaluation, 

which enables the parties to participate meaningfully in the process. It 

precludes the Department from using new or unexpected standards at the 

last minute, which is exactly what happened here. The Department had 

never identified Criterion Two as a "standard" for evaluating this or any 

other CON application. Indeed, the Program here did not use or even 

mention Criterion Two. Finding 1.11; see AR4712-58. Criterion Two 

was first used by the Department in the adjudicative proceeding. Again, 

this is precisely the sort of ad hoc, arbitrary and capricious decision

making that the statute and regulations are intended to avoid. 

3. There Is No Basis For Applying Criterion Two Here. 

The Department expressly acknowledged that it gave UWMC's 
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Application "special consideration." Final Order, p. 9. Critically, 

however, there is absolutely no authority, statutory or regulatory, that 

authorizes the Department to accord UWMC "special" treatment. The 

Department did not cite any authority because there is no such authority. 

Nor is there any support in the record for giving UWMC "special 

consideration." Asserting that UWMC is "unique," the Department stated 

that it believed departing from the Methodology and relying on Criterion 

Two was appropriate because UWMC purportedly has high "in-migration" 

of patients from outside the Planning Area and because its beds are 

purportedly not "fungible" with other beds. 2° Finding 1.12. This 

reasoning is inconsistent with prior Department decisions21 and without 

record support. The Methodology itself takes in-migration into account; 

all services required by all patients coming to UWMC are fully accounted 

for in the calculation. RP961-64, 990. Moreover, the record establishes 

that UWMC's beds are fungible: the vast majority of the services 

20 UWMC touted its "uniqueness" through a variety of overstated, conclusory 
assertions and hyperbole. However, other than the undisputed but irrelevant fact, cited by 
the Department, that UWMC is affiliated with the state's only allopathic medical school 
(which by law does not give it any special CON status), the record does not support a 
conclusion that UWMC is in any way "unique." UWMC joins company with several 
other premier medical facilities in the state, but it is in no way singular. Indeed, the 
reality is that UWMC is not unique in its case mix or provision of complex services, and 
in fact does not even have the highest case mix index in the state. RP I 091-93, 1122; 
AR4005- I 6, 4490-91. Petitioners presented these facts to the Department, but because 
they were not supportive of the Department's end goal, UWMC's unsupported assertions 
were nonetheless adopted. ARI 811-75 (Post-Hearing Statement); AR3079- l l 6 (Reply). 

21 As noted above, the Department has previously determined that providing unique 
services does not support a finding of need where, as here, there is a surplus of beds for 
all other care. In re Sacred Heart, Finding of Fact 1.32. Notably, the Review Officer 
attempted to distinguish In re Sacred Heart by pointing out that it was not decided under 
Criterion Two. But that tautology is the entire point: the Department is acting contrary 
to law by deciding this case in a manner totally inconsistent with In re Sacred Heart. 
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provided by UWMC are duplicated elsewhere. AR4261; RP1079-86. The 

Department's decision to apply Criterion Two is not only contrary to law 

and arbitrary and capricious, but lacks substantial evidence as well.22 

C. The Record Does Not Support A Finding Of Community Need 
For the Project Even Under Criterion Two 

As stated above, if the Methodology that is always used is applied 

here, UWMC's Application fails for lack of need. Even if the Criterion 

Two language could be applied here as an alternative need analysis, and it 

cannot, the evidence in the record does not support granting the CON 

because there is not substantial evidence of community need regardless. 

1. The Record Does Not Contain The Comparative Data 
Required Under The Criterion Two Language. 

First and foremost, UWMC cannot be found to have shown need 

under Criterion Two because it failed to provide the necessary 

comparative evidence about other facilities. Criterion Two specifically 

requires comparisons with other providers, on factors such as (1) staff 

with "greater training and skill," (2) "a wider range of important services," 

or (3) programs with "evidence of better results" than "neighboring and 

comparable institutions." See Finding 1.6. The Criterion Two language 

22 The Department appears to have mistakenly believed, contrary to the evidence, that 
UWMC's in-migration resulted from patients seeking high complexity care unavailable 
elsewhere. In fact, the vast majority of patients who in-migrate do so for non-complex 
care. RP940-4 l, 1167. The highly complex services touted by UWMC in its Application 
are only a small portion of the services it provides; more than 90% of its patient days are 
for services in other, less complex areas. AR4287-88, 4300. Thus, although UWMC 
gets most of its patients from outside the Planning Area, virtually all of those patients 
could be cared for by many other facilities, both in and out of the Planning Area. 
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also states that an applicant must prove that "neighboring and comparable 

institutions" have "higher costs, less efficient operations or lower 

productivity." Id. Here, all the record shows is certain (often inaccurate) 

information about UWMC 's attributes, without any competent evidence 

about the relevant attributes of other facilities. UWMC simply did not 

submit any such evidence. Critically, the Department did not make any 

findings comparing UWMC to other providers, as expressly required by 

Criterion Two, nor could it do so given the absence of any such evidence 

in the record. There is no legal or factual basis for finding that the 

Application satisfies Criterion Two. 

2. The Department's Criterion Two Findings Are 
Arbitrary, Capricious, And Lack Substantial Evidence. 

In summary fashion, the Department held that three Criterion Two 

requirements were satisfied. Finding 1.8. The evidence is otherwise. 

First, the Department found that the project would "significantly 

improve[ e] the accessibility or acceptability of services for underserved 

groups." Id However, there are no factual findings supporting this 

conclusion, nor is there any record support for it. The Department noted 

that UWMC is among the highest providers (not the highest) of services to 

Medicaid recipients in King County. Finding l .8f. This is largely true but 

it is also irrelevant. UWMC's provision of care to underserved groups is 

not unique, AR3931-33, and has nothing to do with whether the project 

will "significantly improve" accessibility of services. There is absolutely 

no such evidence. The Department appears to have reasoned simply that 
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UWMC provides care to underserved groups and could expand its care 

with more beds. Interpreted in that way, however, this factor is 

meaningless - every major hospital provides substantial services to 

underserved groups and thus, under the Department's reasoning, every 

such hospital would always satisfy this factor. 

Second, the Department found that the project would "allow[] 

expansion or maintenance of an institution which has staff who have 

greater training or skill, or which has a wider range of important services, 

or whose programs have evidence of better results than do neighboring 

and comparable institutions." Finding 1.8. Again, there are no specific 

factual findings to support this conclusion, and the record is completely 

devoid of the comparative evidence required by Criterion Two. There is 

no evidence in the record about the "training or skill" of the staff at 

comparable institutions, nor is there any evidence that they have worse 

results than UWMC. There is evidence about the range of services 

provided at UWMC and a few other facilities, but it actually shows that 

the "range of important services" at UWMC is not "wider" than that of 

other institutions. There is nearly complete overlap between the services 

offered at UWMC and those offered at other nearby institutions. AR4261, 

6321-30, 6335, 6345-46, 6354; RP1079-86. Certainly, there are a few 

specialized services that UWMC provides in greater number than other 

facilities, just as there are specialized services that other facilities provide 

in greater numbers than UWMC. AR4005-16. This unsurprising fact 

does not suggest that 79 additional beds are needed by the community. 
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Importantly, the Department's key "findings" are premised on the 

mistaken and unsupported belief that there are many patients who can only 

obtain care from UWMC and who are unable to access that care "because 

of a lack of beds." Finding l .8e. That presumption, which is foundational 

to the decision, is simply not true. In fact, except for a few specialized 

services affecting only a tiny number of patients, all of the services 

available at UWMC are duplicated elsewhere, and patients who can only 

receive care from UWMC are not being turned away. RP219-20.23 

Finally, the Department found that the project would "allow[] 

expansion of a crowded institution which has good cost, efficiency, or 

productivity measures of its performance while underutilized services are 

located in neighboring and comparable institutions with higher costs, less 

efficient operations, or lower productivity." Finding 1.8. Once again, the 

record is devoid of any evidence to support such a finding. There is no 

evidence about the "costs, efficiency, or productivity" of any institution 

other than UWMC. Indeed, the Program admitted that UWMC had not 

provided any evidence that it has "good cost, efficiency, or productivity 

measures" or that "neighboring or comparable institutions have higher 

23 The Department stated: "For many patients with complex medical needs in 
Washington State, and in the 5 state WWAMI region, there may not be other treatment 
options available." Finding I .8e. This "finding" dramatically overstates UWMC's 
uniqueness. The Department cited to a portion of the transcript (RP80-82) discussing 
how UW/Northwest could not service certain organ transplant patients. But other 
facilities provide transplants, and the number of patients who need solid organ transplant 
services is miniscule, amounting to a few hundred of UWMC's more than 16,500 patients 
each year. AR3518, 4006-09. While those few patients have limited options for care, the 
remaining 98%+ of UWMC's patients have a variety of other options. There is 
absolutely no record support for the notion that the 79 beds are needed because patients 
with need for services only available at UWMC are not able to access those services. 
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costs, less efficient operations or lower productivity." RP894-95. Thus, 

the Department's finding is totally unsupported by the record. 

Furthermore, the evidence does not support a finding that UWMC 

is "crowded," which is also required under this Criterion Two provision. 

The Department alleges that UWMC is at "maximum effective capacity." 

Finding l.8d. That finding is wrong. UWMC's 71 % occupancy rate is 

below the Department's recommended occupancy rate (of 75%), and other 

hospitals operate at greater occupancy levels. AR3929. The Department 

found "persuasive" the fact that UWMC initially could not find a bed for a 

small number of patients (93 in 2011, 138 in 2012, and 43 in the first third 

of 2013), although there is no data comparing these figures to other 

facilities, which also sometimes decline transfers. Finding 1.8e. But it is 

critical to recognize that these numbers are miniscule in the context of 

UWMC's overall services - amounting to far less than 1% of UWMC's 

patient population. AR3518. Moreover, there is no evidence of any 

negative impact on patients. UWMC does not tum away patients who 

cannot be served by other hospitals or who have emergent needs. RP219-

20. The patients for whom a transfer was initially denied would be 

admitted into UWMC at a later time, admitted into another UW Medicine 

facility, or would simply obtain the care they needed elsewhere. 

In summary, the evidence does not support a finding that UWMC's 

Application satisfies the Criterion Two requirements. Petitioners 

challenged UWMC to cite specific evidence to support its claims 

regarding those requirements and it was (and will be) unable to do so. 
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D. The Record Does Not Support The Conclusion That UWMC 
Met The Financial Feasibility And Cost Containment Criteria 

In addition to finding need, to approve the Application the 

Department must also show that UWMC has proven that its project 

satisfies the financial feasibility and cost containment review criteria. The 

Department's conclusion that these criteria were satisfied constituted an 

error oflaw, was arbitrary and capricious, and lacked substantial evidence. 

First, in all prior applications by providers, where - as here - the 

Methodology shows no numeric need for new beds, the Department has 

concluded that the application does not satisfy the financial feasibility and 

cost containment criteria. Application of that longstanding Department 

interpretation here requires that UWMC's license be denied. 

Second, no complete financial analysis of the true cost of the 

project has ever been performed. Rather, only part of the project's costs 

was ever reviewed by the Department's financial expert Ordos; his work 

was based solely on the $70,000,000 cost to build out the space and did 

not take into account the additional $34,000,000 cost for constructing the 

three-floor shell in which the beds would be located, which UWMC 

omitted from its Application in violation of legal requirements. Nor can 

such an analysis be belatedly performed now on this record, as UWMC's 

material omission rendered the financial documentation submitted by 

UWMC incomplete, inaccurate, and invalid. The Department's erroneous 

decision to nonetheless find the financial feasibility and cost containment 

criteria satisfied is not just unsupported but pernicious, as it incentivizes 
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applicants to "game" the system with inaccurate financials. 24 

1. The Project Fails Financial Feasibility And Cost 
Containment Because There Is No Need. 

To begin with, the project fails the cost containment and financial 

feasibility criteria for the simple reason that there is no numeric need for 

more beds. It has been the Department's longstanding, consistent 

interpretation of its regulations that these criteria are not satisfied where 

there is no need under the Methodology. The reason is simple and logical: 

the Department has no basis for concluding that a project will be 

financially feasible and promote cost containment when there is no 

numeric need for the beds. Ric Ordos, the Department's financial expert, 

who has always assessed these criteria, could not recall any prior instance 

- out of 200 or more CON applications he has reviewed, over 25 years -

in which an applicant failed to show numeric need but was found to have 

satisfied the cost containment criterion. RP817-20, 831-32. Likewise, 

Ordos stated that to his knowledge there has never been a prior instance in 

which an applicant was found to have satisfied the financial feasibility 

criterion despite a lack of numeric bed need. RP834-35, 838. Applying 

24 Beyond the $34,000,000 omission, UWMC's project financials are not credible for 
the additional reason that they were premised on overly optimistic growth projections. 
The Application used a projected growth rate four times greater than UWMC's actual 
growth rate. AR3523, 4017-18. Even the Program could not accept UWMC's "very 
optimistic" projections, finding that they "may not be achievable." AR4733. UWMC's 
own finance witness testified that the project would "break even" by the target year of 
2018 only if UWMC experienced growth exponentially greater than its historic growth. 
RP378. The Department ignored these deficiencies, while falsely stating that Petitioners 
"did not take issue" with them. Finding 1.17; see ARI 850-52 (Petitioners' Post-Hearing 
Statement rebutting UWMC's "unrealistic and inflated growth rates"). For this reason as 
well, the Application fails to satisfy the financial feasibility criterion. 
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these principles consistently here requires denial of UWMC's Application. 

Cf Dist. No. 2, 178 Wn.2d at 372 (discussing Department's conclusion 

that the financial feasibility, cost containment, and structure and process of 

care criteria fail where there is no numeric bed need). The Department's 

decision otherwise is legally erroneous, and arbitrary and capricious. 

2. The Project Fails Financial Feasibility And Cost 
Containment Due To UWMC's $34,000,000 Omission. 

a. The Department Has Not Analyzed The Real 
Costs Of UWMC's Project. 

It is undisputed that (1) UWMC spent $34,000,000 to "shell-in" 

the three floors of the Montlake Tower in which the 79 new beds would be 

located and (2) UWMC failed to include that $34,000,000 in the capital 

expenditure it reported in its Application, as it stated that the capital cost 

was $70,771,363 when the actual cost is $104,771,363. UWMC admitted 

these facts and the Department acknowledged them. Findings 1.1 7, 1.18. 

It is also beyond dispute that the only review of project financials 

ever performed by the Department relied upon the inaccurate $70,771,363 

figure reported by UWMC. The record is clear that Department expert 

Ordos was the only person to analyze whether UWMC's Application 

satisfied the cost containment and financial feasibility criteria, and that he 

used the inaccurate figure in his analysis.25 RP819-20, 823-24, 1249-50; 

25 Ordos used the inaccurate $70, 77 I ,363 figure in key aspects of his analysis. First, he 
used the figure to calculate the relationship of the total capital cost of the project to 
UWMC's assets, designated assets, and equity. AR4766. Second, he used the figure to 
calculate the total capital cost per bed. AR4769. Both aspects of the analysis are wrong 
because ofUWMC's material understatement of actual project costs. 
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AR4765-69. In other words, the Department has never actually evaluated 

whether the Application satisfies these criteria based on the true capital 

cost of the project. Id 

b. Excusing UWMC From The Financial Analysis 
Would Be Unlawful And Improper. 

The Department attempts to avoid this fatal defect in its analysis 

by concluding that the omitted $34,000,000 somehow did not need to be 

included in the capital costs it reviewed. This conclusion is contrary to 

law. It is telling that the Department fails to cite the governing statute, 

which makes clear that all construction costs must be included in an 

applicant's capital expenditure estimate because they are not "chargeable 

as an expense of operation or maintenance." RCW 70.38.025(2); see also 

WAC 246-310-010(10). UWMC's stated capital expenditure of 

$70,771,363 indisputably did not comply with legal requirements. The 

Department downplays the problem by asserting that "in one sense 

[Petitioners] are correct" that the $34,000,000 "should have been 

included," but fails to acknowledge that the "sense" in which this is true is 

that it is required by law. Finding 1.18. 

The Department asserted that including the $34,000,000 was 

unnecessary because the cost was incurred just before the Application was 

filed. Findings 1.20, 1.21. The Department did not cite any legal 

authority or precedent in support of this extraordinary position. This 

failure is not surprising, as the Department's position is contrary not only 

to the law, see RCW 70.38.025(2), but also to the fundamental premises of 
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good faith and transparency that lie at the heart of the CON framework. 

In fact, the Department's reasoning is an invitation to manipulation 

and deception. If the Department's finding is allowed to stand, future 

CON applicants will be incentivized to incur costs prior to submitting their 

applications so they can exclude them from the reported capital costs for 

the project. This will improperly enhance the likelihood a project will 

satisfy the financial feasibility and cost containment criteria, because the 

applicant will be able to artificially make it appear that the project is less 

expensive and the financial projections more favorable than is actually the 

case. The integrity of the entire CON evaluation process will be 

undermined if applicants are permitted to "game" the system in this way. 

Thus, the Department's decision here is not just contrary to law; it also has 

serious, troubling implications for the fundamental integrity, validity, and 

transparency of the CON process. 

c. That UWMC May Have At Some Point In Time 
"Disclosed" The $34,000,000 Is Insufficient. 

The Department also attempts to excuse UWMC's $34,000,000 

omission on the grounds that UWMC "disclosed" the expenditure in prior 

dealings with the Program or in correspondence after the Application had 

been submitted. Findings 1.18, 1.19. But mere "disclosure" is not the 

issue. The issue is whether the Department has at any point evaluated the 

true cost of the 79-bed project in determining whether it satisfies the 

financial feasibility and cost containment criteria. Indisputably, it has not. 

The "disclosures" cited by the Department did not involve any 
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evaluation of the omitted $34,000,000. The Department stated that the 

Montlake Tower project was disclosed in a prior application concerning 

UWMC's neonatal intensive care unit. Findings 1.18, 1.19. But that 

application plainly did not include review of the $34,00,000; the total 

capital cost for that application was around $5,000,000. AR5219-47, 

5249-50; RP1251. Likewise, the Department stated that the Montlake 

Tower project was disclosed in a determination of non-reviewability by 

the Program in 2008. Finding 1.19. But, again, that review had nothing to 

do with the $34,000,000; it concerned only Phase 1 of the project - the 

$34,000,000 Phase 2 had not even been approved by the U.W. Regents yet 

- and the Program specifically stated that any future bed additions would 

need further CON review. AR3783-84, 5208-09. Finally, the Department 

noted that UWMC "disclosed" the $34,000,000 in a response to the 

Program's Application screening questions. Findings 1.18, 1.19. This is 

true but irrelevant, because the record is clear that the Department never 

evaluated or approved that amount. AR4716, 4742, 4769; RP1256. Even 

the CON itself confirms this, as the "approved capital expenditure" is 

$70,771,363, even though the actual capital expenditure is $104,771,363. 

AR4763. None of the purported "disclosures" rectify the basic problem 

that no analysis of the true capital cost of the project has ever taken place. 

d. UWMC's Inaccurate Financial Documentation 
Cannot Be Rehabilitated After The Fact. 

Recognizing that it has never analyzed the true cost of the project, 

the Department attempts to rehabilitate UWMC's inaccurate financial 
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documentation by baldly asserting that "the inclusion of the [$34,000,000] 

shell costs in the budget would not have made a difference in the operating 

costs of the project." Finding 1.21. The Department cites nothing in the 

record as support for this finding, and there is no such record support.26 

The plain fact is that a finding that UWMC's project satisfies the 

financial feasibility and cost containment criteria cannot be supported on 

this record. UWMC's incomplete, inaccurate, and invalid financial 

information is insufficient to allow such a determination to be made.27 

The testimony of Ric Ordos, the Department's financial expert, and Helen 

Shawcroft, a UWMC Senior Administrator who testified for UWMC 

about the finances of the project, powerfully illustrates this point. 

At the hearing, Ordos confirmed ( 1) that when he performed his 

analysis, he was unaware that $34,000,000 had been omitted from 

UWMC's capital costs, and (2) that no analysis was ever performed of 

UWMC's financial projections using the full capital cost of the project. 

RP823-28, 868-69. In light ofUWMC's suggestion in the hearing that the 

$34,000,000 was "included" somewhere within its financial statements, 

Ordos was asked at the hearing if he could identify where the missing 

26 The Department asserts that the "thrust of WAC 246-310-220 is the reasonableness 
of the financing." Finding 1.21. This "finding of fact" is unsupported by evidence and 
misstates the law. The reasonableness of financing is just one of the financial feasibility 
subcriteria (the third of three). WAC 246-310-220. Moreover, the subcriterion that 
typically receives the Department's primary focus is not financing, but rather, whether 
the immediate and long-range capital and operating costs can be met. AR4739-43, 4766-
68. That issue has never been analyzed using complete information. 

27 Even ifthere was a basis in the record for such an after-the-fact analysis, and there is 
not, it would be improper and unfair for the Department to undertake such an analysis 
without affording Petitioners the opportunity to review, test, cross-examine, and/or offer 
expert opinion on any such post-hoc analysis. 
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$34,000,000 might be found. He responded: "No, I can't. I can tell you 

where it would be if it - in normal accounting practice, but to actually 

point to it specifically, it is not possible." RP864-65 (emphasis added). 

He confirmed that he could not locate the hidden $34,000,000 or even tell 

whether it was included at all. RP865-66. 

Similarly, UWMC's own witness, Shawcroft, testified that she 

could not identify any amount in UWMC's financials related to the 

$34,000,000 unless she could review "significant backup" documentation. 

RP418-21. That "backup" is not in the record. 

An analysis of financial feasibility and cost containment has not 

been conducted and cannot be conducted in the absence of accurate and 

reliable information, which is not in the record. The Presiding Officer 

tried to sweep this fatal deficiency under the rug by making the bald 

assertion that inclusion of the $34,000,000 shell costs "would not have 

made a difference" in the analysis. Finding 1.21. But this assertion is 

completely unsupported by the evidence in the record, and does not and 

cannot take the place of the required financial analysis. There is no legal 

or factual basis for a conclusion that UWMC has satisfied the financial 

feasibility and cost containment criteria. The Department's decision sends 

a clear message that applicants can make things up about the numbers and 

it will not matter so long as the Department wants the project to be 

approved. 
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E. The Record Does Not Support The Conclusion That UWMC's 
Application Satisfies Key Additional Review Criteria 

1. UWMC Has Not Proven Its 79-Bed Project Is The 
"Superior Alternative." 

As part of the cost containment criterion, applicants must prove 

that "superior alternatives" to the proposed project, "in terms of cost, 

efficiency, or effectiveness, are not available or practicable." WAC 246-

310-240. UWMC has not made such a showing, nor has the Department 

made any such finding. The Department merely acknowledged that 

UWMC, unsurprisingly, decided that its project was its best alternative 

and that the "Program concurred." Finding 1.29. However, the Program 

did no analysis and the record reveals no basis for finding that UWMC's 

$100+ million, 79-bed project is actually the superior alternative. 28 

In fact, the record establishes that UWMC's project is not the 

superior alternative. First and foremost, it is not the superior alternative 

because there is no need. It has long been the Department's legal position 

that a project for which there is no numeric need cannot satisfy this 

criterion. RP828-829, 832; see also AR4768 (Ordos explaining that "the 

need methodology does not support an additional 79 beds and so an 

additional 79 beds is not an appropriate option"). Doing nothing is a 

superior alternative when there is no need for the project. RP829. 

Even if there was need (and there is not), there is no evidence in 

28 This is the only instance where the Department relied on the Program. This is 
notable because the Program did not conduct any analysis of this issue, and the only 
person who did, Ordos, found that UWMC's project was not the superior alternative. 
AR4765-69; RP828-29, 1249-50. 
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the record that no alternatives exist to meet that need. In fact, one superior 

alternative would be to better use UWMC's sister facility, UW /Northwest. 

UW/Northwest is an award-winning facility that provides a full array of 

general medical services as well as many complex services. RP309- l 6. 

UW/Northwest is near UWMC, has unused capacity, and provides 

virtually all of the services offered by UWMC and needed in the Planning 

Area. AR3929-30, 4287, 6321-30, 6335, 6345-46, 6354; RP1079-86. 

UWMC argues that UW/Northwest is not capable of handling its most 

complex patients, but those patients constitute a tiny fraction of UWMC's 

services. AR3518, 4005-16, 4287, 4300, 4522. The vast majority of 

UWMC's services are not highly specialized, and 92% of its services are 

already duplicated at UW/Northwest. AR6345; RP1080-81. 

Since there is no numeric need for more beds, the "need" claimed 

by UWMC is based on its desire to accommodate growth. However, 

UWMC's overall growth is modest; historically, it has been about 1 % per 

year. AR4017. Its growth in the complex services it highlights is likewise 

modest, amounting to about two beds per year. RPl 101-04. Adding 79 

new beds to a fully served community is hardly the superior alternative for 

addressing this modest growth, particularly when UW /Northwest sits half

empty a few miles away. UWMC's desire to add beds to serve more 

complex patients could be readily accommodated by a modest movement 

of less complex services from one UW Medicine facility (UWMC) to 

another (UW /Northwest) that is already performing the same services and 

has idle capacity. Such a move would be far superior to spending tens of 
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millions of dollars to add dozens of surplus beds, according to the 

standards consistently applied by the Department in every case prior to 

this one. There is no competent evidence in the record that UWMC's 

massive, expensive project is the "superior alternative." 

2. UWMC Has Not Proven Its 79-Bed Project Will Not 
Cause Fragmentation Of Services. 

The final review criterion, structure and process of care, requires 

the applicant to prove that the project "will promote continuity in the 

provision of health care" and will "not result in an unwarranted 

fragmentation of services." WAC 246-310-230(4). The record does not 

support the Department's conclusion that this criterion was satisfied. 

First of all, the Department's decision is inconsistent with the 

regulation. The Department has consistently interpreted the regulation 

such that when there is no numeric need for more beds, the addition of 

beds cannot satisfy the structure and process of care criterion because it 

results in duplication and fragmentation of care - even where the applicant 

uniquely provides complex services unavailable elsewhere.29 The 

Department's conclusion here is directly to the contrary. 

Furthermore, the sole factual premise on which the Department 

based its structure and process of care decision is unsupported by the 

record. The Department reasoned that this criterion was satisfied because 

29 See, e.g., Jn re Sacred Heart, Finding of Fact 1.33 ("The addition of more beds in 
light of surplus of availability [in other service area hospitals] would create an 
unnecessary duplication of services. Such an unnecessary duplication creates a 
fragmentation of services. A fragmentation of services does not promote continuity of 
care.") (AR2466). 
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"UWMC's project would not create a surplus of the type of beds (i.e., 

services) that these particular beds would be used for." Finding 1.25. 

This statement, made without any record citation, suggests that the beds 

would be limited to services unavailable elsewhere, which is absolutely 

not true. UWMC sought 79 unrestricted beds and the CON that was 

issued contains no such limitations or conditions. AR3520, 4763. Some 

of the beds are expected to be used for ICU, but the bulk of the beds will 

be available for any general medical/surgical purpose. Id. Based on 

UWMC's current bed usage, virtually all of the beds will be used for 

medical services duplicated at other hospitals in the Planning Area. 

AR4261; RP1079-86. Thus, the Department's ruling on fragmentation of 

care is both contrary to the regulation and unsupported by the record. 

F. The Department's Refusal To Use Accurate Data Contravened 
Department Policy And Materially Prejudiced Petitioners 

The Department improperly refused to use the most accurate, up-

to-date data (2012 CHARS data) to evaluate UWMC's Application, while 

allowing UWMC to present inaccurate projections of that same data. This 

ruling contravened the Department's long-established standard practice 

and is highly prejudicial to Petitioners because it has created an inaccurate 

and unreliable record. These issues were preserved at the hearing and 

detailed in Petitioners' post-hearing Offer of Proof. AR2707-47. 

1. The Department Departed From Its Long-Established 
Policy Of Utilizing The Most Recent Available Data. 

Prior to and at the hearing, Petitioners requested that the 
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Department follow its standard policy and evaluate UWMC's Application 

utilizing the "most recent available" data as of the date on which the 

Program issues its CON evaluation (2012 CHARS data).30 This would 

ensure that any decision would be based on the most accurate and up-to-

date information as of the date of the Department's Evaluation, rather than 

on outdated data. UWMC opposed the use of accurate data, which 

showed that many of the factual assertions in its Application were false. 

See AR2707-47. But the Program supported Petitioners' request, 

confirming that it "should be allowed in." RP1030. As the Program 

acknowledged, the request to use accurate, updated data was consistent 

with the Department's standard practice in other proceedings. Id. For 

example, in one recent matter the Department explained: 

The Program's standard practice is to supplement the 
statistical information provided by applicants with newer 
statistical information (if available) that is obtained during 
the evaluation of an application. The Program's stated 
reason for supplementing the statistical information is to 
ensure the most up-to-date or current information is used 
when evaluating the application. 

Jn re Valley, Finding of Fact 1.8 (emphasis added) (AR2373). 

In this case, 2012 CHARS data became available to the public as 

of July 9, 2013 - nearly four months prior to the date on which the CON 

Program issued its Evaluation (November 5, 2013) and before the public 

30 See, e.g., Dep 't Evaluation of MultiCare Health Sys. Application (20 I I) (AR2256-
88) pp. 8, I 0 (using "the most current data available" and "the last full year of available 
CHARS data"); Dep 't Evaluation of Auburn Reg. Med Ctr., MultiCare Health Sys., and 
Valley Med Ctr. Applications, pp. 13, 16 (2010) (AR2141-214) (same). 
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comment period "closed." AR4719, 5203-04. However, when applying 

the Methodology to UWMC's Application, the Program incorrectly used 

2011 CHARS data, which it later acknowledged was a mistake. AR4723; 

RP 1030. Accordingly, the Program joined Petitioners in requesting that 

2012 CHARS data be admitted at the hearing. 

The Department refused. The stated rationale for this departure 

from practice and exclusion of data was: "[N]ew data that comes in after 

the public comment period; that comes in too late for the parties to 

properly incorporate it into its application; or that comes in too late for the 

Program to properly integrate it into its evaluation, are disruptive to the 

CN process." Finding 1.12, footnote 43. 

This ruling is error. To begin with, it is factually incorrect to state 

that the 2012 CHARS data came in "too late," in view of the Department's 

standard practice. The data was released on July 9, 2013, before the end 

of the public comment period (July 11, 2013) and four months before the 

Program finished its analysis and released its Evaluation (November 5, 

2013). RP844-45; AR4719. The Program itself has confirmed that 2012 

CHARS was the correct data set to use in evaluating the Application. 

RP1030. More importantly, the notion that the use of up-to-date, accurate 

data would be "disruptive" to the CON process is not just entirely without 

factual basis in the record, it also directly contradicts what the Department 

has actually been doing and saying for years. The Department's decision 

is thus not only inconsistent and unprincipled; it also contravenes and 

undermines the process that the Department, CON applicants, and affected 
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parties have been relying upon for decades. The Department's departure 

from its standard practice should be reversed, and the Application should 

be evaluated using the correct data set (2012 CHARS). 

2. The Department's Decisions On The Use Of 2012 Data 
Were Contradictory And Prejudicial To Petitioners. 

It would have been bad enough had the Department simply 

deviated from standard Department policy and precluded all use of 2012 

CHARS data, but its procedural rulings were far worse. Inconsistently, 

UWMC was allowed to - and did - present "evidence" about 2012 

CHARS data both in its Application and during the hearing. Specifically, 

UWMC was allowed to introduce its purported annualizations and 

projections of 2012 CHARS data, even though the actual data was 

excluded. RP1025-26, 1038. Even after ruling that Petitioners could not 

offer evidence of 2012 CHARS data, the Department nonetheless refused 

to strike UWMC's 2012 references from the record. Id. In other words, 

the Department freely allowed UWMC to introduce "evidence" and make 

representations about what the 2012 CHARS data set might show, while 

prohibiting Petitioners from rebutting UWMC with the actual data. Id. It 

is legal error, improper procedure, and an abuse of discretion for the 

Department to exclude 2012 CHARS data, and that error was substantially 

compounded by allowing one party (UWMC) to introduce evidence on a 

topic at the hearing while precluding the other party (Petitioners) from 

having a full and fair opportunity to introduce rebuttal evidence on the 

same topic, contrary to basic notions of fairness and due process. 
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The Department's rulings in this regard were highly prejudicial to 

Petitioners. As detailed in Petitioners' post-hearing Offer of Proof, there 

were many instances, in both documents and testimony, where UWMC 

used purported 2012 data in support of its case. AR2707-47 (Offer of 

Proof, which is hereby incorported herein). In its written Application and 

rebuttal materials, UWMC presented and relied heavily on partial or 

purportedly "annualized" 2012 CHARS data, which Petitioners intended 

to rebut with the actual, accurate 2012 data. Id But they were precluded 

from doing so by the Department. Id Likewise, during the hearing, 

UWMC presented testimony regarding purported partial and annualized 

2012 CHARS data, which again Petitioners intended to rebut with the 

same data set but were precluded from doing so. Id The topics about 

which 2012 CHARS data would be relevant included many of the crucial 

issues in the case, and admitting the full year data would have enabled 

Petitioners to fully and fairly rebut assertions made by UWMC. Id 

By way of two examples only, while touting its growth as a 

justification for more beds, UWMC claimed that its number of acute 

patient discharges increased in 2012 (AR3792); the real data, however, 

showed they declined in 2012. AR2710. Similarly, while UWMC 

claimed it was "preposterous" that UW /Northwest could serve many 

UWMC patients (AR4605), the actual data showed that in 2012 - just as 

in 2011 - UW/Northwest continued to provide about 92% of the same 

services as UWMC (contradicting the notion that UWMC could not shift 

some less-critical patients to another of its facilities). AR2711. These are 
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only two examples among many where 2012 CHARS data belies 

UWMC's assertions on material issues of fact. See AR2707-4 7. 

In effect, the Department allowed UWMC to insert into the record 

a wide variety of misleading or inaccurate assertions concerning 2012 

data, while prohibiting Petitioners from rebutting those assertions with the 

actual data. Once in the record, the only fair process would have been to 

permit Petitioners to respond. The Department's rulings regarding 2012 

data were erroneous, prejudicial, and material, and should be reversed. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The Department granted the Application based on a legal rationale 

and factual analysis that is unprecedented in the Department's history and 

inconsistent with the Department's prior uniform interpretation of the 

CON statutory review criteria. The Department's reasoning is contrary to 

law and arbitrary and capricious, its material factual findings lack 

substantial record evidence, and the impact of its decision here has 

profound adverse consequences reaching far beyond this case. Any level 

of predictability, consistency, and transparency in the Department's CON 

review process has been seriously undermined by a decision that 

fundamentally holds that the normal rules that always apply will be 

ignored if the Department simply decides, without notice, to ignore them. 

It is particularly disturbing that this process has been used by one 

state agency to award another state entity a de facto exemption, by 

administrative decree, from the rules that apply to all other participants in 

the state health care system. This outcome is not just inherently unfair, it 
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is also unsupported by either the law or the evidentiary record in this case. 

It cannot reasonably be disputed that application of the relevant 

statutes and regulations as the Department has always applied them would 

result in denial of UWMC's Application, just as the Department's experts 

originally concluded. Simply ignoring or changing the rules to get to a 

different result is not a proper basis for administrative decision-making. 

Here, the end did not justify the means. The decision should be reversed. 

Accordingly, and for the reasons set forth herein, Petitioners 

respectfully request entry of an order reversing the Department's decision 

approving UWMC's CON Application, denying the Application, and 

revoking the CON (#1516). In the alternative, Petitioners request entry of 

an order reversing the decision, remanding the Application to the 

Department to apply its standard evaluation methodology and 2012 

CHARS data to the Application, and staying the effectiveness of CON 

# 1516 until all proceedings on the Application are final in all respects. 

Respectfully submitted this 28th day of September, 2015. 
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Office of the Attorney General. per 
Richard A. McCartan. Assistant Attorney General 

PRESIDING OFFICER: Frank Lockhart. Health Law Judge 
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The Presiding Officer conducted a hearing on June 16-20, 2014, regarding 

UWMC's Certificate of Need (CN) Application to add 79 acute care beds to its existing 

hospital in Seattle, which is currently liceriseci for 450 acute care beds. 

OVERVIEW 

In 2005, UWMC began planning to expand its existing Seattle facility. 

Construction of an eight-story tower began in 2007 and was completed in 2012. The 

last three stories of the tower were ''shelfed.,lo"Jor" future use, 

In November of 20t2, UWMC apptiedfor a CN tp add 79 ~cute care beds to its 

facility. The initial estimated capitale>cpeoditure.of lhi$ project was $70177.t,363, 

On November 51 2013, after evaluation, tne PrdQr<:1m awarded Jhe CN to UWMC. 

Providence Health and Services (doing business as.Providence Sacred Heart Medical 

Center and Providen~ Regional Medical· center Everett) and SWedish Health Services, 

were granted "affected person" status by the ·Program. and requested adjudicative 

proceedings to contest the CN award to UWMC, The three applications for hearing 

were consolidated and the three petitioners, represented by associated counsel. are 

identified collectively as "Petitioners" herein.1 UWMC was granted Intervenor status. 

1 The Program's evaluation (AR 1218 et seq.) does not state the basis on which the Petitioners were 
granted "affected person" status. The three Petitioners (all affiliated with Providence Health) are all 
located outside of the North King County Planning Area. which would normally preclude them from either 
participating as affected persons or requesting a hearing on the Program's decision. (See e.g. 
Preheanng Order No. 3, Order of Dismissal, In Re HeafthVest, M2014-277.) However, one of the 
Petitioners, Swedish Health Services, d/b/a Swedish Medical Center/First Hill, also operates Swedish 
Ballard Hospital under the same hospital license, and Swedish Ballard Hospital Is in the planning area. 
The issue of the Petitioner's standing was never challenged, and the issue of whether having one hospital 
in a planning area is sufficient to give standing to an affi!iated/co~owned/co-licensed hospital outside the 
planning area was not raised. The assumption. therefore, for purposes of this Order. is that the 
Petitioners do have standing at the administrative level to challenge the award of the CN to UWMC. 
Whether they have appellate standing is another question. 
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lSSUE 

Does UWMC1s application:to add' 79 aeyte care bed$ to its 460-beg a~ care 

hospital in Seattle (North King. Co~mfy hospital planning area) -meet the relevant 

CN criteria in WAC 24a .. 310-.a10i WAO -.246-310~22:0, WAC .!46-310...~0i and 

WAC 246-310-240? 

SUM~~YOt= PROCEEOtNGS 

At the hearing, UWMC presented.;tfle,te$Hrrt'ony «: 
1. Stephen.4t~n~ l:IWMC'~ '*e¢u!fve Dit'~or. 

2. Aptil petgad9, Di~t;tot!'~UW Mecfioin~·s Tran1ferCen1er. 

3: CYJ1thia H.490~.r, .Nf)~ HO$Pilf:li~$;.f.xectt~~ Ofl'ector. 

4. Helen:· Stia~roft..t;tWM0'$ ~~*~' AsSQcfate Administrator. 

5. J()dy ~¢r<>~e UWM.,s ~\}tfi\ht'. 
The Petitioners.presented·the tt1tttrnonyrot 

1. Richard .Qrdos, G~artment (lf Health (DOH) Hospital and P~tient 
Data Section) Ctnler for Heilth Stc;ttieties~ 

2. Bart Eggent Sxeputlve Director, Office· of Community Health 
Systems; DOH; 

3. Dr. Frank Fox, PetitiPners' consultant. 

4. Robert Russell, DQHCertificate of Need {CN) Program 

At the prehearlng conference of May 30,.2014, lhe Presiding Officer admitted the 

following exhibits for hearing (See Prehearing Otder No. 4): 

Program Exhibits 

Exhibit D~ 1 : The Application Record consisting of documents related to 
the Application, 
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Exhibit D-2: Th~ supplemental Appltcation . Record, consisting of 
1Z. documents (pages SUP 1 ... 204) as de$crlbed in 
Prehearing order No.· 3, to wit 

a. Appendix 10EUo the Evaluation. 

b. Tue finat version of the Oe,~rtment's 
S~Pllmber: 201·3 stn"Vey of acute CC1re beds at 
f.:N./'Medicine/Northwest. 

c. Zip~ ·USed by th~ Department to define the North: 
Kinif Planning, Area. · 

d, rtltem,IDepartr.nent memorandum regarding,·UWMC's 
AppfiCEltiOTJ~ 

e. Fitter pfans.9' t;JW·M~dl«ne/Noohwest 
. . . 

f. pttotogt>dnN;i .. ·-~ .®ring. 
uw·M~~eiNOt1tiwtit' 

surve~ of 

tt .PE!bruary ~~. 2613 1$ter lrtm'l :Petltiooers to the 
Department. 

t May $. 2013 letter from PeUtiQhers to the Oef!)artment, 
enclosing an Excel fife. (Note that the excel file listing 
diagnostic srou~ j~ printe(f out.and place at the end of 
the Supplementaf Applicatkm Record). 

j. May 1;5, 2013 p\lt:dic con:m;errts submitted by Petttloner 
Providence:. 

k. May 15) 2013 public hearin§ key speakers' comments 
s®mif!ed by Petitioners. 

L May 15, 2013 . letters of . support for Petitioners' 
opposmo11 to Ui~ UWMC Applipation. 

Exhjbit D-3: A nine--page final worksheet of the Department's bed count 
at the Swedish Ballard hospital. 
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UWMC's Exhibits 

The Applicant was allowed to use the Application Record (Exhibit D-1 and D-2) 

as if it was its own exhibit. 

Petitionersj Exhibits 

In addition to being allowed to. use the Application Record {Exhibit 0 ... 1 and 0-.2) 

as if it WqS its own exhibit, the folloWlng Pefitione~' Exhibits were admitted at the 

prehearing. conference of May 30, 2014. 

Exhibit P-1: May 2013 iotemal bed count of UW/Northwest 

Exhibit P-2: The UW ME!diclne ,and. UWlNotthwest Affiliation Agreement. 

Exhibit P·3: August 26, 2013· email from Brad Wendt, Construction 
M~.nager, UW/NorthV1fes~ •. to . Susan .. Upton. Senior Plans 
Reviewer, Construction Review Services, reg;arding the 
D~Pa.f:tlnent's September 2013 survey of acute care beds at 
UW/Northwest 

Exhibit P-4: July 9, 2013: email from Richard Ordos, HPDS Supervisor, 
DOH,atta~hing CHARS 2012 Fun Year data files. 

Exhibit P~7: UWMC 2.011 Acute Care Hospital License Application filed 
with the Washington State DOH, Revenue Section. 

Exhibit P-8: UW/Northwest 2012-2014 Washington State DOH Hospital 
Acute Care License. 

Exhibits Admitted at Hearing 

The following exhibits had been reserved (See, Prehearing Order No. 4), but 

were admitted at the hearing. 

Exhibit A-2; The Washington State Health Plan, Volume 2. 

Exhibit A-3: UWMC's 2010 Neonatal ICU CN Application. 
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Exhibit P-5: April 7, 2008 letter from UWMQ to Janls. Sigman r~uesting 
a certificate of need· app?i~bility d~ermination regarding 
phase one of the constru¢ti<:m ·of,MQ~tf~k~ Tower. 

t;Sxhibit P-6: May 51 2008 letter from ~ren Nid~ftll~yer, CN ··Program. to 
UWMC regarding a d.rt;tJj~fl .t,;f :·oon .. reviewability for 
phase onet of the c~mstrUctieru'1f Monttake Tower. 

Exhibit P-9: DOH Evatuatlon of tbe AppffQatjQn'. ~ubmitted by Univ~ity 
of W•lllngton Medi~lt .. ~-~f. PrqpO§irtg to Add: 
lnt~iate Care Leyel Z ,.cit~natal Intensive Car& 
Level'3 Bed Cap~ttyat~.ij~rtPl>{eotQber 81 2010). 

EXtilbit P.JtO: DQH CN #1:.4¥9·{©Btober ~!., 2u~lo~. 

CJosing· Ar.gum@nt§ 

Pumuant· to Rew·· .34:"0'.5AflfGi'); .aria: .b~f qJ:eemetit of ff:ie .:parties. ·Clo!Mg 

arguments were filecJ. by bri~f,. 

·Citcttrorurtd tnsrAQQ.lication ·B~Df , . . . 

Alt· citations to the AppliCatipn Record h~rein ~· irr •ftloti'\~m form, citing to ttie 

Bates St!!inp· page number. as in 11 AR 343," Al~ citatibr'I~ to. the transcript of the' 

administrative hearing are cited to the pa9e·numberi. aa In '7R 99. u 

Oi1 its face. this case would appear to be simple. A single facility wants to add 

additional beds to its existing hospital location, No other facility applies for the CN. The 

CN is granted to the applicant. Several competitors contest the award of the CN. 

HoWever, under the surface there are several complex Issues that touch upon 

the foundation of the CN process and require some preliminary discussion. 
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1. The purpose of the CN prgcess .. 

The W~shington State LeQjst~l\lr~ gr~t~ the CN proce~ in 1979. WhE!n it 

enacted RCW 70.38,. the State Health Planning.and Resources D~veJopment Act. which 

was enacted in response tO. 1he fedtfS1 'National Health Ptannln9 and Resources 

Development Act of 1974 (Put>. L Na;· ~~1 lS7~41. 88 Stat. ~2; ~letf 1.986'; 

©ne Qf the f.)ijrp0$eS Of tHe · f~t1'U l~W; \ftS to ctmttQf, ·ifi.~· cam CQ5ts. 

Congre$S·was concerned "tha~t~ n;t~~t.fo~ tn this, Industry faged ~:produce 

~ffid~nt lnv~tment ·in. ta~iu.. and,tQ'.·trlinirf\iZ~·. ~:~ of heallh ··~re,• Nillkmal 

Gerimedical Hospital & Geroittdogyet \l Brue·~~ qtfiilf!1$Jl.$ CitYJ *2 tJ.$) 3't~1 

386, 69 L.Ed.2d 89, 1 O't p~.(1t. :a.&t15: {1.98.1): 

However, anotHel" purp~ of tbe CN pro~. t$ t<tincrea".1f1eaccesslbilltyof 

heatth.ca~to tfutptJbfic~ ~:Jt're:W~filhgf()n Supteme·Ooud·hatt.~: 

[T]the legislature has. made clear its intent to 11promQte; •maintain. 
and assure the heaftfl <r>f ~If \ddahl$; tnr the. state, provide ae®SSible 
health servicesr h~M · · · m•nP<>'Wer. health · faciliti$/' 
RCW 7Q;~~U)15{1). Tfl~t, in (>Qr i~.ment, Is the overriding 
purp0$e of the eN. prografT1;. Whilt;i ~Mf~ ·with Overtake and 
Evergreen that eontroHing the costs· of medical care and promoting 
prevention ·are afsi;> priotitiesi we b~tiwe that these goals are of 
secondary significance because, to a large extent. tbey would be 
realized by promotion and maintenance of acce$s to health care 
services for all citizens, Overlake Hosp. Assoc. v. Dept. of Health. 
170 Wash.2d 43, 239 P.3d 1095at1101. {Wash. 2010). 

Obviously, there could be situations where promoting access to care could 

conflict wltn controlling costs (i.e., where Increasing access raises costs or controlling 

costs reduces access). And there are a number of otber goals in the CN process that 

also can conflict with cost control (e.g., providing services to medically underserved 
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groups regardless of ability to pay; serving the special needs Of medical research 

projects designed to rneet a natio.nal n~1 etc.). This is WhY1 with the majority of 

factors in the CN evaluation. the r~gulations fist factors to be.§Qfl§tdered. not fa¢tots 

thatroust be. met. e.g., irrnedetem:iinatJ9n·<>t~~;fQrany prQ~ct$h~tlpt:basedogthe 

following crit~lia . , . " (Emphasis ~cl~;). $ee,: inter slia, WAG 24~~~~210~ Even the 

description of the individuar factorsJn .{be:.t~wlations indieat•s ·rm>,$t: are 'fact~rs to be 

we~h!}d, for example: 

A determiOatien that a· pr~~lirq1·e~f wilt fQster cost ~tita.inment 
shall be ba$$d'ort the(QtfoWM),~~Ji~~ 

(1) Superic;>t ·atternatiVf:JS., Jfl; ·feims\ ~f. .·~; efficT~cy •. or 
effecti\ren~.· ·$.a e ot'\Waf.,,.t.··.';.:·" .. ·" .:: . ...,"'· ~1-"".· ·&Zt'.. • · · .· .... , r n .... ~~'fF."'m,~.,.,e., 

:~4ij..31 ();..240 

Oecfdiog .a "superfgr W(~em~tiVe11 ne~tf' inyol\tfjs ~,hfng; and camparing 

factors. Therefure, rather thaR describing the CN evaJuati(>n":afHHTieehanical granting 

of business . JicenSEMl, it is more a~urate, to understand the · cN. ptQcess as the 

m@nagem@nt of heaJt11 ··care growth, .fot the ·•t'" This is wh)(' ·:the. sta.tut~s and 

regulations are written ih·Sll¢h a. way as to ptoVid~ a list· off~ctors to weigh in deciding 

whether to grant a CN or not. 

2, The need for legal fictions 

However, as described in other CN decisions,2 because the list of factors to be 

considered and weighed is so expansive, the agency3 employs certain "legal fictionstt in 

2 See Findings of Fact Conclusions of Law, and Final Order, In Re Puget Sound Kidney Ctr. 
M2012-1073, 
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order to make CN determinations in a logical and consistent way. Nothing pejoratlve is 

meant by the term "legal fiction" - it simply denotes the use of. a procedure or the 

assumption of a fact used as a basis for deqiding a legalquestion necessary to dispose 

of a matter. These legal fictions include the "snap-shot in time, 11 the planning area, and 

the State Health Plan. 

a. The snaP:shot in time. 

Many participants in the CN process coU0;quially refel' t0. the Application Record 

(all the documents that were submitte:;d doting the time that the Program considered an 

application for a CN) asJhe "snap..shot in ~.~ meanin9r what.facts were considered in 

making a particular ON decision? Howevtff1 the odSin and correct language is 

"snapshot of facts" and it comes from lliliversity of Washington Medieal Ctr. v. Dept. of 

Health, 164 Wash.2d 95, 187 P.3d :243•(2008) wnien stated; 

The threshold question befQre tn.e ®urt is whether Judge Caner 
abused her discretion when she impos~ the Oecember31, 2003 
evidentiary cutoff in the remand he~rlng. The department argues 
that Judge Caner appropriately exercised her discretion to· exclude 
irrelevant evidence·. See RCW 34.05.452(1) ("The presiding officer 
may exclude evidence that is irrelevant.. Immaterial. or unduly 
repetitious.''). At oral argument, the department suggested that the 
decision to grant a certificate of need is made on a "snapshot" of 
facts around the time the application is filed. Id at 103. 

In that case, the Washington Supreme Court ruled that it is within the health law 

judge's discretion to determine the scope of admissible evidence, While "snap-shot in 

3 Whether it is me Program that makes the CN decision; or in cases that go to hearing. the Presiding 
Officer; or in cases that go to administrative review,. the Reviewing Officer, the decision-maker in each 
case stands in the position of the agency See DaVita v Dept. of Health. 137 Wash.App. 174, 151 P 3d 
1095, (Wash.App.112007). 
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time1' is the convenient phrase that is often used to describe this S®J),, it has nPthing to 

dQ with tirne. It is simply an evldentiary ruling as tO Whit ~ldente comes in ''Or is 

excfuded. This evidentiary discretion is necessary. firstj to m~ntain the statutory gQ~ls 

of allowing meanin9ful public input on the evlden~ ~atfQ>t{TIS J.b- basis wr the CN 

decision, and secondly, for not hindering the speed with whJCWa t(~l$Jon ~an We made. 

Jd at 104. As explained in In Re Pugef8ound Kidney Ctr. <M2Q1%.,.1~'ta). the sflap;.shot 

rote 

is an absolutely vttaltule tqmanagJng·~,,: 
stops paurlng rn. There i& afwa~' '1ib-
App~ti91'lJ~a~rct. ~ 
there ~ki ~~r: ~ ·. ·. . , : ... , , ..... . 
then)J'S: ''~ m9~ ~f'.l· 9,~· .l:Yt. 
arbitnl .• d . . mr ~'.\JQriiji Whffiik., ; . fY.tn ... PQ . -~'""· .... IYf.~ •..•• 
reoenf data~>t· ;· . 

r:ne problem that iafi$es.iln·. ~IW ~~. ~• ft did ifi thiS case, is tf1 the area n~ 

"need." Pursuc:tht to WAC 24$.510-2101 ~pplfcalits for ONs mustd.monsttatea ··~· 

for the proposed services. Parties, ft'lr understandable bu$itt$$9, rea$<:>ns,. want to 

continue to. reealculate need formulas and spread$h•ts" ~··~·data tha1 was not 

available during the time of the AppJic8.tion Reqotd. pr using new. matfiematical 

assumptions that <fhange the numeric outcQmes; all ln art effort to Justify their particular 

positions. Without a way to limit that practice of constant recalculation, CN decisions 

could never be made. hence the legal fiction of limiting the decision to a certain 

snapshot of facts. The sm,1pshot of facts is, in essence, an evfdentiary ruling that makes 

a final decision possible, 
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b. The olannlng area 

For purposes of decidfn{I CNs. the state i~dMdet;l ITTtQ 54<ef~nning areas. The,se 

planning areas serve the same, purpose as the sna~si:t~: in time""" the planning areas 

are snap·shott=? in place,, a nece$$~ry legal fiction that: ail~~t atr analysis of CN data 

within a pre ... set geographltal limit, In some ON' ~ ·,tfte· ~odology used to 

detennine heatth care need (need~thodol~y) tn'a p~~l~~Mtng area makes the 
~ . ~ -~ 

,mathematfcal assumption :that no prospe<:tive patfeilHn.·tttatai~rnJitls:area wouw leave 
'~ ' " ' 

the planning: aretil to. seek ~atment· ~tsewher~1 and tl'l•··fl~ ~uept .. outside of ·ttie 

planning area wo91d e,ome into t,_ planni~g ~rea to ~k' treatmeflt~ It\ othf#r GN cases, 

th~ neect,.methodotogy does tEike" fnttt a:acouQt .piltieritt: Who ·m:iQnt ml;tite in from .(,lfliet 

planning areas to see~· treaPnent. In tbs lh•nt*~.set .~use of'UWMC1s un[que 

positiOn (as the teachin~t: lJo$pltaJ for Wil$hlng~1~ :P~ 'mmf!~! school~' as r>•rt of a 

state agency; and as a nationaHy recognized' mul~~kte provk:fet of cemplex 

patient care), the permeabmty·().f tf:l~·planning are~·was ~f:gr• irll'.pmfance, Again,·the 

purpose of the CN process ts tQ ~ and have a logical apprc>~b that involves 

stakeholders and the public in a way that ·@Hows fOr a timely decision that balances 

access to health care while controlling health costs. This process necessarily gives 

great discretion to the agency responsible for thee ultimate decision. 

c. The State Healtb PJao 

The Program uses the Hospital Bed Need Forecasting Method contained in the 

1987 Washington State Health Pfan in order to calculate hospital bed need. As the 

Program states in each of its hospital bed CN· evaluations, ''though the State Health 
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Plan was 'sunset' in 1989, the department has qoncfuded that this methodolpgy remai~ 

,f;l rel~ble tool for predicting the ba~lfna' neeQ 1fl?J acute care b~C1$ in lli0$f 

, circomstances/14 Normally, the application of ttl~J~~t~d:!~lth Plan is $0 u1190nt~s~ 

matter, byt in this partfcular ca~, ~ key, pas~~ jpt .f~ $ta~ Health Plan w~,hetly 

, contested and is pivotal to the CN rl~slgn:. 

3. l-he adiudicative hearjtjij' 

FinaUy,, it is impo~nt-to r~bet th~t tffle i\djUd~ i'evieW for a GN ~$Etta 

nE>t a de novo hearing. Wtie~iii tbe p~~~,~hl~nl ~Qf,,~~~h~nQ1 ~nd -~n retry 

their case. Rather! .it it a type c:>f:·a~ n~mleW~ f:/hfVe!i$lfl'~:¢1ifJfhlltl:>n Mec/iaa! Ctr. 

v. ~t. of Healtfl, 164 W¥h:2d 95t 1&7,'P;S(t 243 (2008). 1tnsa;~:novb rel/Jewi the 

prestding officer reviews the reec>rd from the t,t~edyi.<p~rif<but :is' not ~ound by 

the voderlying decision: However;, lrth~~nt in· fh•, ,if&.111~ tevievif fs 1the ~titlity·of the 

presiding officer to examine all the e\tiQence: ,~tea, tQ the ungerlytog decision, 

maker (in this case, the Program), even "if tf'ie P"'g~ ·exttudEkl that evidence from its 

decision. 5 Furthermore, in ON' cases. the- tO\lrts have given the 1)~$faing officer broad 

discretion to admit; or not admit, evidence that .oame into existence after the Application 

Record closed. University of Washington MedicarGtr. 164 Wash.2d at 1'04, However, 

that broad discretion does not turn the de novo review Into a de novo hearing. As the 

Court in University of Wash;ngton Medif;t1ICtr. stateq: 

" AR 1227. 
5 See. Folsom v: Burger King, 135 Wash,2d 658, 663, 958 P.2d 301 (H)9S); Davis v. Baugh Indus. 
Contractors Inc,. 159 Wash.2d 413, 416, 150 P,3d 545 {2007); University of WaShington Medical Ctr v 
Dept ofHe~lth, 164 Wash.2d 95, 187 P.3d 243 (2008). 
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Both the statutes and the administrative rules cl~rly contemplate 
that the decision will be made quickly; iaealfy1 9Q days from the 
application's fifing. . RCW JO:SS.:tt . ; \NAO,; :~46-310---160(1). 
Requiring the health r~w j);l(,igelQ:~drnit id~.ntlt;Qtgated longaftet 
this period of time wo.t.ild· 4ndetmin$ ·tne· ··· . objective of 
expeditious decision ml~ an4SP~Vent·. · pubfic.·tnput'.011 
that evidence. A raq.uestf()t ~ri~.utlldi~t . . ···.· ..... · not• begin 
the appl!cation ~race~ ~neW{ f .· · · :~'~tfd~g ls part of 
the entire certificate0 of· n~ p·. p~t''eStablished by 
chapter 70.38 RCW, · · 

With the above discussion in mind, .Wf:>:lumt1.1ttbEt~ftlque 0I$Sl.lei.Q1;111rs case. 

1.1 ihe Univel'$ity of Washlngtort. ~9~. l~e~.(t)WM~J' is the teacfliflg; 

hc>spital for the Univ~r$lfy otWashingtQn :SPhQOf,of M~I((~ ii1 :~~~~ ·ft iS·part of a 

state agency~. governed by fh~., WniVerstty of Wa~hioaton f.\egents; Wh@e. memf)ers are 
' . '" . . , . . . ~ 

appoinled b'Y the Govemot, ,UWM¢. ope~ ~·fifth I~rg~t training'. program irt the 

United states for physicians1, dentists1 and ,ottter ·health professionaJs7 ~ ttd: provides a 

comprehensive range of complex health ~0$$: fttthe alf;J~<C)f ~r:Qiac surgery, hlgfi

risk pregnancy, oncology, solid organ transplant and (1.ltner tetij8ry and quaternary 

services." UWMC has a number of distinctions, including being rartke<;t as the number 

one hospital in Washington by U~S. News & WorJd Report;9 being named the nation's 

first Magnet Hospital for Excellence in Nursing Care by the American Nurses 

6 AR 7, While there are naturopathie/homeopathi~alternative school~ cif medicine in Washington, the 
University of Washington Medical School is the O!llY allopathro medical school in the five-state WWAMI 
region (Washington. Wyoming, Alaska, Montana, amS Idaho). 

7 AR43. 
8 Tertiary care "is a level of medical care available only in large medical care institutions. It includes 
techniques and methods of therapy and diagnosis involving equipment and personnel not eeonomically 
feasible in a smaller institution because of undf?rutilization." Taber's Cyclapedic Medical Dictionary, 
Quaternary care is an advanced level of specialized tertiary care only found in natlonal medical centers. 

9 AR11. 
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Credentialing Center;10 being the academk; mectioal center fof: the WVVAMI region;11 

and being the only hospital in Washington that prt:>'lige$ ~II types · qf so.lid organ 

transplants. 12 

1.2 At the time of thiS, appJioatic:m (Novem~r. ZQ12). wiMC WQs liqensed for 

·450 b0Qs. 

1 .3 In 2005, UWMC began plan~ins1 f~ a n~ ergb~· tcr.ver lo ht>tJse 

patients and services. fn 20071 the R~~,epp~~·~ eo.otfon. project. The 

original plan was to build five floors and then ad\'.{. tM te.t'riai'rtfAQ, fhre)e flt)of$: J8,tet1 but 

When the economic recession hit, the oonStnietion environment b~me mot~ ·favor~bte 

and UWMC was able to "shelMn" the remaining three floors of the.tower at a:·sUbstantlaf 

savings during the first phase of the projeet rath~r t~n W,ait vntil:l~r.i3 The ·oo$t of the 

sttell (approxim~tely 34 million dollar&} was pate.tor.In ~jf.(lurQf:f •. reserve ·funds.14 

In April 201 o, while the tower was stiir under 0011struetk>n! UWMt ~J>pfi~d' tor a CN to 

expand its. Level 1118 neonatal serviee (tQ be, hou~ in the; IQV/er section ot tne tower}. 

The projected capital costs of the tower, including the shell1 were in~uqed in that 

application. 15 Construction of the eight-story tower was completed in 2012. and UWMC 

10 AR 50 

11 TR43. 

12 TR 44. 
13 TR 349.351, UWMC's Senior Associate Administrator estimated that the cost savings to UWMC for 
completing the entire tower during phase one of the construction was 13 million dollars. TR 351 

14 TR 350, 
15 AR 243, TR 348-350. 
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opened their replacement Neonatal Intensive Care Unit and a oew inpatient 

oncology/medical/surgical unit in the lower floors of the tower,16 

1.4 In November of 2012. UWMC applied for a CN to add 79 acute care beds 

to its facility, in essence to fill the .part of the tower that. had Qeen shelled-in, The initial 

estimated capital expenditure of this project was $701.771, 363. At the ·time of its CN 

application, UWMG had 445 beds set up, of which 50 beds were dedicated to neonatal 

intensive care1 16 to inpatient psychiatric car(Z, and 1~ to rehabilitation. leaving 

060 beds available for acute care, 

1.5 In order to qualify far a CN. an appli@ht rr1µst show compliance with 

WAC 245 .. 31 o and demonstrate· that the prof:losed project (a)Js needed: (b). is financially 

feasible; (c) will meet· certain criteria fer structure and prt>cess ofcatej. and {d) wm foster 

containment of health care costs. 

WAC 246~310·210 '1DetermiriationofNeed" 

1,6 Pursuant to WAC 246 .. 310-210, an appli®ntfOr a GN must demonstrate a 

need for the proposed services.. Normally, that need fbr additional beds (numeric need) 

is established using the Hospital Bed Need Forecasting Method contained in the 1987 

Washington State Health Plan, and is focused on the numeric need within the planning 

area. However, from the very beginning, 17 in their original application, UWMC cited the 

section in the State Health Plan that allows for deviation from examining only need 

16 AR 10 
,, AR 28 
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within ijie planning area as the criteria for meeting the Determination of Need 

· requfrement. Crlterton 2 in Volume JI of the State Health Plan state&; 

CRITERION 2: Need for Multiple Criterk;I 

Hospital bed need forecasts a~ only. one. aspeq; of .PJ~llOffW 
hospitaf servi«:es for specffl¢ group$ Qf ~k:l~ Bed. ·~:.fQre~ 
by themselves sh<;>uld not be the:' onlY criterion ~ to• dedde 
whether a specific gi'9up Qf p~ple· pr a Si~lflo.· i~·n ~q'(d 
develop additional betfS, Mrv~ ot facihtit$ Even where ttre>.~tal 
bed supply serving a gJo~p,of p8Qpk1! arptanniflg ar$t ~a'dequ9, 
it may be appropriate to alle>w an itidMdttal i~n;.\o:~~ud.. · 

Standards; 

n~ Under certain ¢0ndit1Qt'.11Lln~. ··· ·· · ~ · .. ·'!til"~p~nd 
ewn though the· be'1 .f'.ieetf • fO.racaik· : . . · . . ... · .. .· .~re 
~l!~~ed tacjlities fa JJle.~~··~'.·~ttJC>~ hli9fl~~4.tde .~· 

· · •· st.Qnifieaotly tmpr<>Ve the 
.. · Qf··s,~rn~ ·f<>t unoe~r\ied 

• The proposed development Wot.1td allow expansion .··or 
maintenance of an in$Utlltio~ which has staff whQ· haVe 
greater training or skill, or which: has' w19f'« ri'Ul9E! of 
important services, or Y<f:lt>se ptOgraln• ha~· ·~~~ecice: of 
better results than do nef.ghbQring $1d' ¢<.ITT1parable 
institutions; or · 

• The proposed development would ,allow expaf:lsion of a 
crowded institution which has . good cost. efficiency or 
productivity measures of its performance while undert,1tilized 
services are located in neighboring and comparable 
institi.rtions with higher co$ts, less efficient operatiPns or 
lower productivity. 

• In such cases the benefits of expansion are Judged to 
outweigh the potential costs of possible additional surplus. 
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In its application, UWMC argued that the need criteria could b~ mEi 'ftloking at either the 

l;:>e,,d need within the planning area or the' demand from ~u~i~e the pla,nning $rea, 

{UWMC argued that within the North King planning area ther;e,would be a need for: 1'12 

~dditional beds by the year 202.1.w The l$sue of need Wilbitn:th~ planning area is 

d1$cussed in Paragraph 1.9' pelow.) However, 91\len the f2Bt,'that"69°.4. of UWMC's 

patient days come from patient$ WhQ re$1.de :outside of the p}lit~ ;lrea, It mak~ nQ 

sense to determine "need* ottlY' in terms of tbe 11 % of UWM~!J,;p~,tirlt: days ,(hat OQme 

from re~iclents wft.hin the .North Kif'l~l ~larinfng,~(~a. ,Q,yMC.'S' ~fb.l~on in Wa,lhingwn 

State .!§' unique anct is exactfy the' type of CN ~Jippljyatt9~, th~t Cntenorr·2 of the state 

Health Plan envisioned. 

1. 7 At hearing1 in prehearlng brfefS. and in {ts; Qfosiitg~brjef; Elf.!!fitioners argue 

that Criterion '2 of the State Health Pfan cannm,be use£'f, ffl GN~lt~Qlls,,b1J;t thetate: 

incorrect. RCW 70.36.115(5j does give the Program d~tetiQh Wflf9;n applying the 

evaluative criteria. 19 WAC 246-310~200(2)(a)(il) and {b)(m a}f()w tbe use of other 

standards and criteria. Criterion 2 is a bafancec.t'* logical ~pproach to evaluating cases 

like this. and furthermore, is completely harmontous; with the Washington Supreme 

Court's opinion in Overlake Hosp. Assoc. v. Dept or Health1 Op. cit., which promotes 

accessibility as one of the overriding purposes, of the CN program. 

18 AR 25, 
19 RCW 70,38.115(5) states: 'Criteria adopted for review in accordance with subsection (2) of this 
section [criteria for the review of certificate of need applicatlonsJ may WiTY according to the purpose for 
which the particular review is being conducted or the type of health service reviewed.~ The Petitioners' 
argument in its clos1ng brief that reliance on Criterion 2 of the State Health Plan would violate the 
Administrative Procedures Act is a spurious argument 
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1.8 In support of a finding that UWMC meets the WAC 246-310-210 need 

c;riteria via the application of Crjterion 2 ofthe State Health P{an1 the Presiding Offic~r 

finds the: folfowing persuasive~ 

ao AR 7, TR47 

:n TR 1167 

22 AR 26. 

a. 89% of UWMC's patient day• c»me f!'.'Qn'l Q1Jt$id~ ·Ule North 
King plariniog area,20 'J;!~ea the Petiti~~$. e~pert 
acknowledgeq this.21 

b. UWMC pro\lides a hlg~er··f$~nfage. ~f ilta~d~. ~re for 
such ~rtiary and qwatm-natr' an$& ae:: i;ardiifeQYt .;ftigh risk 
pregnancy, <.mcalogy'r ,~m· . ~i'i$~tits/ tllan. ottie~ 
provtdera krtbe: state. · Ynt . et~ wn · .. hotly 
disputed at hearing. . . 'ded a ·. . . . .of 11 
~lected .~omRteX<D ·. · · . . . · that. UWMO: provides 
more than 50°4 of al $fate;W,i•:;:are;fQr t~· ty)>es of 
"'~en" ts. (Tk .. ~,ymj.;..,.,.,.."'r ·. . .....• .o~.i., ·.~ ·t·':"....:. •.. m.t!)h"' 
~"'. . . ·. IJe "i~JJ111;1•·t-·~ · .. :·· ~ .. ~!J'.I!-. ,l"l'liii' .f;,lf'\c~ 
were "cheny"'f:)iPkecf to $howr · · . pfex.(liagn()s• oh 
which UWMC pr~~ed'tt\e mqtl lf · . er~t.gt 
Of eare that uwMO prQVkJed· to V\1$$ ni>t 
con•ted. In ~ct,,, ~"~~~¢rlef'.S'. .c:Q ilUn,J.:JWfVIQrs 
total $flat~ . of hig~r, ' .. . Jc .. C$~ .·· .. . . . than ottler 
provlde:rs.24 The · ·~mer&• · pu&lfe ... c:emments. al$<> 
acknowledged that ·LJWMe ·provld~ the, . m0st: .organ 
trans.plants· in the state •. , and .. · .. ~d·ed·. ·. onQOl()QiCare to. more 
inpatients than any other .hQ~p~t ip the state.~ 

c. 10% of UWMC1s p~tient dfi~ cooie from .J:Jersons who live 
outside the state. The pop1.1lati01l of: the ·WNAMI region 
(Washington, Wyoming, Alaska, Mon@na, ~ncl ldahg) ~ 
more than 10.5 million in 20101 and ha$ .a projected growth 
of 11 % over the next decade. The poputation of 65 arid 

23 DRGs are Diagnostic Relate<! Groups. an accepted system of classifyjng hospltal cases. 

24 AR418-9. 

25 AR 420-422. 
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Qlder in the VW./AMI ~n is pmjtM;ted to grow 36% over 
that $ame time frame. 2~ • 

d. 

e . 

. ~It AR.·.:as. 

zt AR 42$ & Exhibit A-2.;Pqe C~~7 

211' In a typieal CN apptiea~1. ~ ®®pancy U1m.«>~·1~. fu aJi~~ul4it : 
mandate addiUOrtal beds.if thet:e a~ other Ct?~mbf~•·~ 1n th~ p 
Petltjoners' mafn arguments was tl]at there ~«·.&!Oil a'v~tlati* ~ M r i;incf.flortttwest 
H()fpital. H<>wewir, this case is not a typical CN applieatIOi.t Wti~n ;It• · .. .~llied and 
complex medical cases, hospital beds betw"n facHitl5.W:f!QtfY~ • . . . . . paney l$ higher 
than Valley Medical Center and Northwest Hospital, andwiU.~ntin•t>·~i.b~Q~Qfthe: nat1.1ieofttie 
$ervices that UWMC provide$ (TR 77), rn. an effort to ~tvf# bedJs~j~ · .. · ~. UWMC has 
relocated several of its non~comp!eX case fypei; (non.COmpl~ted h(p ·Md .. A!p!a<:ements. general 
hernia surgeries, midwifery, and its Multiple Sclerosis cente() to affUiate,d haspifats. (1~ 78,.79; 1R 1'73) 
Yet. UWMC's occupancy rate remains at 75%. The Impact of relocating non..complex cases to other 
facilities is that UWMC's beds are filled With m9re complex cases. and itS •case-mix index" (i~ pe(Centage 
of complex medical cases) increases. (TR 62 & 79). Petitioners argµed·at hearing that l.MIMC's ease 
mix actually decreased (TR 103-105), but this argumtimt was ~·don their claim that· the 2()11 CHARS 
data showed a lower case miX compared to UWMC'.s Chart. The ~·that two different entities come to 
different numeric; figures does not prove a "deorease". Even assum!ng Petitioners' claim that: UWMC was 
selecting only their most complex <:;ases to nrustrate the increase in . the case mix d0es not invalidate 
UWMC's point tflat those particular cases are Increasing. Despite their claim that UWMCctQeS not need 
additional beds, Petitioners concede that UWMC has the highest share i>t ·highly complex eases 
(AR 505-506). 
29 TR 78, 
30 TR 80-82. 

31 TR 188. 
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f. 

g, 

University of Washington Transfer Cef'Jter handl~~ regUe$ts 
by VWVAMI physicians for patient transfers in{Oi UWMC. In 
2011 there were 93 p~t}rl~w~ were tumec:tawayc ~.use 
there was no bed avallab!ezJn 2Q12 there w~1'f~8>p$tlentS: 
turned away because no beti was availat>f,rant;f in: :firslfc,>ur 
months 2013, Januarylbt~ugtt·Aprit. there,~reA~. · nrs, 
who eouJd not be ac:tDtntnQdated'beeau~·of'S;"lack~•·· ... ·eds 
at UWMC. 32 . ·. Th~$e, .·~. · P~rilY . ~rll~~· t~'.rqi~'ogy 
patients,. cardiac S~(\1~ qe~t · sur9~, · · · ·. · .. ·~.·. ·~ 
~n transpl~nf Qiil~. · ..• T~:·transfer;. .·····. <mm~ 
frQm over 150 ditferenthQ$pitaf~, fncrudin : · :fro . ·. · & 
Petitioners. 34 ·. ·· · · · 

UWMC provides the. tt tlestf 
M~dlcaid recipients. Of·. . · 
f<:>r :ns.affil1ated hospitat. M · ·· 

In additi~ to . providing ·~~1 
provides training to phy&foi~ 
te~~f!T9· hospital. There ·: · .· 
training at UWMCl.® The Ac · · 

sa ·t>f inpat,lttnt': c:are to 
.. King ¢QUrit¥·1'~~ 

.W.:f·' 

·re).tQ, pa~i,·· '4WMC 
, 'state WNAMt·$ <>oJy 

git\$ arid ~Ub,W$ ln 
:G6uM.i1ifor«Si~uaia. 

Medical· JaJ:Ju.~tlon .taquires ·~ 
occur at a hospital tr.>·· maintain a~e ·. 

·· ·,of'~ 

As indicated, the Presiding ()ffieer does find that Criteri(m '2 of' tJiij $ate ~alth Plan 

can, in certain cases! allow an applicant t6.satisfy th& WAC 246::-310.!10 ~n~ed criteria." 

This is one of those cases, The above enumerated iQ3ms indicate that UWMC meets 

the Criterion 2 requirements of: 

• significantly improving the accessibility or acceptability of 
services for underserved groups; or 

32 AR 584, TR 165. 

33 TR 185. 
34 AR 641-642. For example, from January 2011 througo April 2013, Providence~Everett transferred 
152 patients to UWMC. 

35 AR 29. 
36 TR 82. 

37 AR 1108. 
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• allowing expansion or m~intenance of an insflWtlQh: which h"s 
staff who have greater training· 9r skiff# or which;~$ WiQer rang~ 
of important service$, Of \Vtio$e. p~m~·~a1'· .. ·.eff9e Qf 
better results than do neighboring ;BM •'t:Wrtlf,)Elrabl! 'tifOtions: 
or 

. . . 
• allowing expansion pt a er •·•A: WO~ :hi;"\$· .g()Qd 

cost, efficiency or i>r~. ·· ,tjf -~ "rinan~ 
while underutilized setVlcel~ ~$ J · "'. . ·lrf. 1'l·. · · g ani:lr: 
comparabJ~ in~n$; Wi#J· •·htghlf · '.~~~. · :f!tfi~: 
operations or lower prqdQctMty. · · 

1 g As indicated in Its an...Uoatk)n ~tditl: ~. i&,<tbit:· lti . ·· . if OOth: tfi , . . • "'¥'"· . . . . . . . . ~·~ . . . me .. ~ e. 

Criterion 2· nef!d requirements and atSotttemqretfa~~ni~~i~msfttO(JQ(Qgy 

U$et;t under WAC 2415'--31·().;.210 to dett:1rmme nf:t~ lnth~ p'faf\roilg:2~~ lt11te~Qf·tM 

l~tterl UWMC provided three, different. version$ ef lt$JWrn~r:r~.@t~ulafiQfl! -th~ .p~al 

.9a1eulation ih 1t$ ~ppl~tt'., ~--s~~·j.~~l,~U£\ti-n:;,dutil19 th,e ~~l'l.~rPtocesl1 $nd. a 

· .tft1t"Q caJculatiOn duong the rebuttal pr~ .. 1i}1e,Q®Qi.t:eateurailen,vm$ ,filenti~tto ·tfl& 

original calculation but incorporated tnfetmatiotr ~~a;:;fQ be(t~l~hilftY ·at· Swedish 

aallard that was not available at the timE!! of ·UWMC'$ f>ti9ift~I ·~~~on. The third 

version revised the second calculation by assumrng. fEMet' available beds .at Northwest 

Hospital. The Program accepted the second calculation as a more accutctte version of 

UWMC's original calculation, but rejected the third calculation as untimely.38 UWMC's 

second calculation predicted a shortage in the plannin!;I area of 12 beds by 2018 and a 

shortage of 64 beds by 2021, 

38 AR 1225-1226 
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1. 1 o The Program then ran Its own numeric calculation but came up with 

different figures. The Program's calculations showed a 9 bed surplus irtthe planning 

area by 2018 and a shortage of 39 beds by 2021 

1.11 Although the Program did not refer to Criterion Z by name, in essence 

what it did next was to look at UWMC's application under the Criterion 2 requirements39 

and concluded that "allocating the projectE:d patient days to all the h<:>spitals In the 

North King planning area as the methodology doe~. wUI r'.l<;>t pro.Vig~ ~ti accurate 

allocation of the needed beds In the No.rth K.in9 planning area·.',...0 This i~ bt:1ca1Jse the 

other ho$pitals in the planning area "do not have t~ faciliti~~ .personp~lt or other 

resources to provide the needed services . .,.., TJie Rrogr~nn determinea that "the 

occupancy levels for UWMC especially ln their intensive <;are units indicate a need for 

bedsn42 and concluded that UWMC had met the criteria fore$tabUs1iing n~ct 

1.12 The Presiding Officer agrees with the Program's conclus.ion but makes it 

explicit that this is a Criterion 2 case. ln this case, there is simply no way not to apply 

Criterion 2 of the State Health Plan to the analysis. Were the PrE!sidlng Qmcer to only 

accept the traditional need analysis methodology, the Presiding Officer would deem 

UWMC's second calculation (made during the screening process) as the most accurate 

39 AR 1234-1239. 

•o AR 1238. 

41 AR 1239 

42 AR 1239 
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calculation within the "snapshot of time:-43 But ·that ei11lcufatton1 as accurate as ~. wa~ at 

the time lt was offered, only showed a neecffor 12 be~$ atil;J'fl~Q,st~rting in 20181 aJ1d 

that simply does not square with the fact that LJWMQ. i$ ,$fre~gy :turning aWP.Y over 

100 patients a year, patients who need oom~leX: ·medl~.,~rfl,JJS.~l:lse of a lack, of 

bed$.. And the reason those two figures dG 11et:squarewititealf! ~er is· because the 
0. . ·~ • •. 

traditional• needs analysis fails to take lntb. accq!:Jn\,, ttOt. ~~.jhiit 89~ :of UWMC'$ 

patient$; CQmel from Outside the ptanning ·~~ .b1,1t ~()· ~; lJ~'s· t'jecf$; Sre ftot 

fungibl~ Wittt other beds rn the planning area~<M· ·a~.- ~·tct·.lnij qltfrl'on 2. 
;. 

ao'lysl$ .. 

1.13 tn addition to establishing bed need, IJWMQ« ~'°) fJJffi~ <the: ·Qtbl!r 

·$Ub-criteria that WAG 246--310 .. .gtQ ~ovtde.~ fpr e.®'1d.~ratfott. UwMO prQ\tetf~hat.its 

·.tGt The Prograrn was c_orrect In ~otoorisiderlngr~~:tQ,· 'Jicat~~n$tt\at 009q~ ~!lfitiiiJthe 
rebuttal pha$e~ Likewise, the Presl81n; Qffk;er re~,~:: . 1~ CHAJ'&)itatist!Cal 
dlitta that only beceme avallat>le dur.lng the £aS,U~ . f~l! · ~ (TA 1001-1026), 
Thvs, toe P~Uitioners' Post Hearing Offer of f;Jro . .· ., · t !Et den~ For the 
reasons. cutlined in the Preliminary Discu$Si01'\' of. fhiS 0 ·· . in cSfter "1e public 
comment period; that comes in too late for the parties to pr0perl'f ti'1~1$: it.irltG 1t$ spplicatibn;. cir that 

. · ·, ·. · late for the ~m to . fo ""'' i.-... rate It into tts.· •• ...•• - ... -..: >:;;;,It,·. ·~.to ..... comes in to9 . . . • ""'~'"'" p pe •• 1 M• .. •J:f . . . . ~ .. ~ •• Wi.$1'Ut""'~"' \UV 

CN process. and except for exttaordinary except1011s, should be excl'Jd6d from ~ Cff·,~1Sioo·, 
44 Throughout the adjudication' process, the Petitioneri~ made the argument that UWMC'S :sf*lallzed 
services and special status as part of a. state as.ency do not. entitle it to special treatment Ano while: that 
is a rhetorically#appealing argument, It is false· rhetoric:. lri the missibn of managing the state'.$. Malfh care 
system, the cN· Program is allowed to take into aceountthe: ir!dlmuaf attributes or needs of an.11pplicant 
if it furthers the betterment of the health care of tfte people Of· Washington. The Petitioners also 
attempted, at hearing and In their closing biiefS, to prove that the P~ram's ~valuation of UWMC's 
application was flawed by shoWing that the Program's first re,vtews of UWMC's·applfcation were negative, 
or by showing that there were differences of oplnlon among the Programfs staff early In the evaluation 
regarding the suitability of the application. This lit!gatlon approach. at he· favored. In any 
evaluatioh, there are going to be differences of opinions, and th~re may be when senior members 
of an evaluation team overrule subordinates. The process of rendering an ageocy decisron is just that- a 
process. In the CN process, it is the final agency opinion that matters, not earlier' drafts of that opinion. 
The same is tnJe wllen comparing. a current agency ON decision to a previous CN decisions Involving 
other parties. other facts, and other planning areas, The management of health care gmwth tor the state 
requires that the agency have the flexibility to make decisions for each application based on the facts of 
that particular application. 
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patient popuJation has need for its services and that those services are not sufficiently 

available elsewhere, satisfying WAC 246-310-210(1). UWMC proved that aH residents 

of the service area, including low-income persons, racial and ethnic minorities, women, 

handicapped persons, the elderly, Medicare patients, Medicaid patients, and medically 

indigent patients would have adequate access to its service$) satisfying 

WAC 246-310 .. 210{2).45 

1.14 UWMC also satisfied WAC 246-310..210(3.} arid (4) sub-criteria by 

substantiating its special needs as a teaching hospit~f and . as providing services to 

patients outside of the planning area. These two WAC subsection$ resonate with 

RCW 70.38.115(2}(d) which requires the Program to consi(fer lhe impact of a 

CN application on existing training programs for medical interns and resid~nts. As 

previously indicated, UWMC is the fifth largest training program In the United States for 

physicians, dentists, and other health professionals; has over 1,.300 residents and 

fellows in training; is the only allopathic medical school in the state; and is the academic 

medical center for the five-state V'JVVAMI region. Increasing UWMC bed capacity not 

only fills a patient need, but also fulfills and enhances a training need. 

1.15 Based on the Application Record and the testimony at hearing, the 

Presiding Officer finds that UWMC meets the need determination of WAC 246-310~210. 

WAC 246-310-220 "Financial Feaslbilitv" 

1.16 Pursuant to WAC 246-310-220, an applicant for a CN must demonstrate 

that the project is financially feasible. Specifically, an applicant must demonstrate that 

45 TR 83-86. AR 32. AR 83-87. and ,t\R 1239-1240. 
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the capital and operating costs can be met; that the costs of the project wm probably not 

result in an unreasonable impact on the costs for health services; and that th~ ~roJe« 

can be appropriately financed. 

1.17 In its ~pplication. UWMC estimated ita GaPi~lexpenQJture as $1£5;7'71,363 

for this project. The Program used those fl9ures fot its evatuatlon and determined 

(a} that the project was appropriately fin~ncedi~ (b) that• UWMC's . pr<~J,~ons Qf 

m•tmg. its operating cost& by the end ofthe ,tllird ye,t.were<reasonable.47 ~iJ (~)UUlt 

the;·oost&. of the project WOL(ld nol have an w'lrea~abl«U~ ~ ~~~Jtn··care ~ts.411 
"'' ·' 

The Petitioners did not take issue with the Program'$ :con¢l~$f~~ ~~g QtJ·· t~.ftgures 

thatUWMC provided, butrathert theytook iS:sue with thet'1tfr!$;tftafuwMC·provided. 

"SpooifieaJly, they objected that the cost of the building shell (:approxi~te~ 34 milffon 

dollarf;) was not included in UWMCs capital~xpen.dlturefd'retasts. 

1.18 The Petitioners argue that th~ g4 miQi9!1 d9Jlars that UWM(: paid for the 

shell should have, been included as part of the ¢onstructfpn co8ls, 'and in one ~t;~ th~y 

are correct Had UWMC's building project been completed in· ~ phases. a~t.originally 

approved by the Board of Regents in 2008, the cost of llie shell would have stood 

clearly separate from the initial cost of the tower construction. Howeveri as previously 

indicated, UWMC was able to take advantage of conditions in the construction 

environment due to the recession and was able ta complete the shell during the original 

46 AR 1245. 
47 AR 1242 

A!! AR 1244, 
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phas(; 1 of the project. But UWMC was always transparent !bout thts~ Within the first 

eight pages , of their application, UWMC stated; 

The physical shell for the beds prop¢>~ Jn . thlS; .. lcation was 
ccmstrucled as part of UWMC's Moritla}(er T'Qwer lnp . t bed' tqw~r 
project. A draft supplemental Envfronroer\tal 1mpact · $t~ten1~m 
(EJS). (which.supplements UWs EOO$ttn~~~m · Pt~n ~S) 
was 1$suedMay 20, 2006 and af!n~l.'. . . .. . ~$1$$oed 
on Deeernber23. 2008. Oocumen~· .. . fjJings.1$:: included 
as ahibit2.49 

> ·: 

Lat~r( in response to the Program's screening qu~,$~out1ti!::to~r. UWM®wrote: 

Please note .that UWMC· provided .alt· of···fh~Jt·~~: ·~ng ~Yid· 
depteciatiqnJirit•~st txpense ass0Qlaie4 wtth< , tower 
(including . the shell) in our April 2.Pl~ O~f- qesti;,s: 
approval tor an expanded Level ma neonatal . .. .. •t C:N,. 
we stated that· the cost Of·the: Mcmtlak~ T~r·(. . .. s:nQ.2) 
which was projected to be op,rdonat in: Septeml.'er · . .. ·:2~ ·was 
:$204 •. 0QO,OOO. We also· p~r. ~ ·~PY: ·Of th~· si ' 
UW Financing Agreement and nQted • .. ~f ~efinancing(~ ~ ·.. d 
oh July 15, 2009. Finally, t1t. Table Tof"tt:lt NJCU appfi~tioo .. we 
provided· the capital cos~er day ~s$C;>c~'With· tfJe.entifety· of the 
Montlake Tower project · 

To further document the shell costs, UWMC attached to:f~·~r to the Prqgram's 

screening questions. the minutes from the January 21, 2010 Board· c>f'R~gents meeting 

in which the Board approved the 34 million dollar expenditure forthe $helJ:51 

1.19 Furthermore, prior to their 2010 app.lication for the neonatal CN, UWMC 

had filed, in 2008, a request for determination of non-reviewability with the Program in 

49 AR 10. 
50 AR 243. 
51 AR 268, 270. and 278 
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which they also disclosed the costs of the shell.52 tn esruance theni UWMC di$closed, or 

made refetence to, the costs of the shell at thr~ · differe,nt junctures: irt their 

ZQOflreqL)est for non~reviewability; in their 2010 NICU~(neonata1reN applieatiQn; aj1~ in 

~hi$ application. 

1.20 Furthermore, the Program ackttowledged··~ thei't~l~ati9fi th$l·the'$hell 

had been built and paid for prior to the application, to Wit;: 

Tue physical shell for the beds pr<;>posed; bt the .spp,lication 
submitted by UWMC was con$ttt'.lcted as.part of UWMG"$;.MiiJntfa~ 
Tciwer inpatient bed tower proj~ct53 · 

1.21 This is. not .~ case where an $pplicant d~liber*lX trre~ to· 09fu$cale. 

diSguise. or· hide bU,ilding. costs. N.qr can the omission qt:th~ ~tlell ·~tJS' frl)m the 

application:!s budget be cfassified as a mistak$, Ra~tierr:Jl'.<Wl$·)t·no~~i1l'§•n'b~ 

<lssumptiori for UWMG. to. baJiev~ ·~ b@u~ it bi~.' fncft.(~d ~ t;fl~J ,~w· lir'1ts 

neonatal CN application. and had diScuss6d that fact irf thi~ spfitteation, process. it 

would not have to list the shelr costs again Jn thiS capital.expenditure budget The thrust 

of WAC 248-310-220 is the reasonabJeness of the financing. In this taS&;the inclusion 

of the shell costs in the budget would not have made a difference in the tiperattng costs 

52 TR 352-355. A request for determination of non-reviewability; also known as .a certificate of need 
applicability determination, is a request for a written decision ftom the Program ~t a. spe<:iflc project 
{in this case the building of the MontJake Tower} does not need a CN.. Basically, ln flat request. UWMC 
described the building project and the costs. and the Program determined that no CN was needed for the 
building. See Exhibits P-5 and P-8. 
53 AR 1243. It may well have been the case that the different Program advisors and analysts who 
worked on different aspects of UWMC's application did not connect that the cost of the shell, having been 
previously paid, was not Included In the UWMC's capital expenditure budget, but that does not mean they 
i.vere not aware of the cost. Nor does it mean that UWMC. having disclosed the casts, was mandated to 
include those costs in thelr capital expenditure budget E,9., the financial analyst for the Program testified 
that he was aware that the shell was already built and paid for (TR 1253), and while lie did not become 
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of the project. The shell itself was not financed - it was paid in full out of UWMC's 

reserves.54 Only the shell was built None of the inside construction was done. The 

inside construction costs, equipment costs, site supervision, and financing costs, 

totaling $70, 771 ,363, were detailed in UWMC's capital expenditures in their 

application.55 While it would have been the better practice to have shown the cost of 

the shell in the capital expenditure budget with an explanation, the fact that UWMC was 

open about the shell costs is sufficient to deem those costs as acknowtedged by the 

applicant.56 

1.22 Based on Paragraphs 1.15 through 1, 18 abQv:e1 UWMC met c;illthe criteria 

in WAC 246~310~220. 

WAC 246-310-230 "Structure and Process gf Care" 

1.23 The criteria for structure and process ()f care, spelled out In 

WAC 246.-310-230. includes five areas that must be considered when reviewing a 

CN Application. to wit: adequate staffing, appropriate organizational structure and 

support, conformity with licensing requirements. continuity of health care, and the 

provision of safe and adequate care. 

aware untfl later that the cost of the shell was not included In UWMC's capital expenditure budget. he also 
testmed that it was not required to be included in such a budget (TR 1255) 

54 TR 345 and 351. 

55 TR 75, AR 1245 

56 Showing the shell costs in the capital expendlture budget with an explanation would have been the 
better practice because CN applications need to be completely transparent. Because the Program 
depends on applicants to be honest and forthright in their applications. those applicants who deliberately 
hide construction costs. or who make avoidable mistakes in their pro formas are traditionally denied CNs 
The practice of denying CNs to such 1ntent1onal misrepresentations or avoidable mistakes will continue 
However. as indicated, the Presiding Officer finds here that UWMC's actions were reasonable. 
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1 .. 24 As pointed out in the Program's evaluation, 57 UWMC is well posltioned to 

attract, train, and retain staff due to Its reputation as a nationally recognizf.3d provider of 

high quality tertiary and quaternary services, its status as a MagnetHospital for Nursing 

Excellence, and its position as a research and teaching facility. BecaIJse this proje~t is 

an expansiQn of already existing services, the underlying structure, staffing, 

agreements, and transfer agreements are already in ptace.58 

1.25 The Petitioners argue in their closing brief that app.rovat of UWMC's 

appllcation would lead to duplication and fragmentation of services, but thf:lir argument 

is b~sed on the false a&sumptlon that hospital beds are a.U fyngiqJe.and that.uWMC's 

project would create a surplus of beds. The Presiding ()fficerfii1ds th~fUWMC's project 

would not create a surplus of the types of beds (I.e. s~rvlces) that tbese. particular beds 

would be used· for - in fact, these beds would fill a need. that already exists. Thus, this 

project would promote and further continuity of care with UWMC's partners and 

patients, the majority of whom are outside of the North King planning area. 

1.26 The Presiding Officer finds that UWMC's project satjsfies the requirements 

of WAC 246-310-330_ 

WAC 246-310-240 "Cost Containment" 

1.27 The final criteria for analyzing the viability of a CN Application is a 

determination of cost containment, as described in WAC 246-31 Q:..240, which includes 

57 AR 1248-1249 

sa AR 50-52. 
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an analysis of whether there are superior alternatives to the proposed project in terms of 

cost, efficiency, or effectiveness. 

1.28 UWMC's proposal is to add 79 beds in two separate phases, The first 

phase is the completion of two of the shelled floors and would add 56 oedc&1 including a 

new 24 bed intensive care unit. The second phase, to be completed two years after the 

completion of the first phase, would include the completion of the final sneU~d floor qnd 

would add another 23 acute care beds, 59 

1.29 UWMC considered a variety of alternatives1 including .p.hasJng in tile beds 

at different. times, phasingin internal construction atdlfferenftimes. but detern\Ined that 

anyaltemative to the existing proposal would be sigtiificantlymote@StlY an(f·disruptlve 

to patient oare.60 The Program concurred with thatanaly~is.61 

1.30 Two of the other sub~criterlon of WAC 246 .. 310"'24(1 (~sonable cost, 

scope, and method of construction; and impact on health care costs} were met undeJ 

the financial feasibility criterion of WAC 246~310-220. 

1.31 For the reasons discussed In Paragraph 1.8, the projecl would be an 

improvement on the delivery of health services that would promote cost effectiveness 

(another sub-criterion for WAC 246-310-240} for the residents of the North King 

Planning area and Washington State. 

59 AR 1247. 

60 AR 54. 

51 AR 1250-1251 
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1.32 Thus, the Presiding Officer finds that UWMC~!'i . project s~tisfl~s the 

requirements of WAC 246:.310-240. 

1.33 The Presiding Officer finds that UWMC1s·~pplicati,on meets the critf:ria for 

CN set forth in WAC 246-310-210, WAC 246-3~0-220, WAt;; 248~31(h;23.Q, and 

WAC 246-310-240. For this reason1 UWMG's apphcatronfor CNl$g,pnted. 

II. CONCL;USIONS OF LAW 

2.1 The Department of Health· is authartze4 ~nti dftetted to fmJ~~Mt ihe 

eettjfjcateof n~ed program. RCW 70.38.105(1). lncre~$lngth~ntimb~r<:>fac•care 
~ . ' . . .. ' "' 

bed'!>' req,tJir~s f1· certificate ·of nee.d. WAC '24~10-020~ the. app~l roust;·sh9vf or 

establish that Its application meets all of the• a'p'pliceble c1'itefi~ WA~ '24'a"'1a•s~ Th~ 

Program issues a Written analysis which grants· or denies>.~ ceriiftca~ .ofi need. 

appUcatfon. The written analysts must con~tn $Ufflcient · ~Ef.ehce tQ' · $Uf~ the 

Program's. decision. WAC 246-310-200(2)(a). Admi~sible· ev~ce iri c~te of 

need hearings is the kind of evidence on which reEJsonabiy' prudent ~r&:ms are 

accustomed to rely in the conduct of their affairs. RCW 34.05.452(1 ). The stafldard of 

proof is preponderance of the· evidence. WAC 246~ 10-.606. 

2.2 The Presiding Officer {on delegated authority from the Secretary of 

Health) is the agency's facMinder and decision maker. DaVita v. Department of Health, 

137 Wn. App. 174, 182 (2007) (DaVita). The Presiding Officer engages in ~de novo 

review of the record. See University of Washington Medical Center v. Department of 

Health, 164 Wn.2d 95 (2008) (citing to DaVita). The Presiding Officer may consider the 
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Pr0gram1s written analysis in reaching his decision but is not r~!Jfted to defer to the 

'Program t:lnalyst's decision or eXperti$e; DaVita. 131 Wn. App, at 1$2;.1~3. 

2.3 In acting as the Department's decision ma(<er; the Pre$iding Offfcer 

·J1Wlewed the cipptication ree()rd. The PreSid!ng .Officer af§Q revte~ the hdtlnQ 

wmsCfipts and the closing brieft» submi~ by th~ :Ji~ pursuant te 

·J;tcW :34.05.461(7). The Presiding Office applied tt$ >staJ1~rds· found in 

WAC:2.4~310.200 through 2~3'10•240 in evaluating, both p~t,1tp'1i~tionS. 

2.4 WAC 246-310-2:00 sets fc>rtn the ~.&1 for finding~ 1in9 action~~ :on 

··CNAppffcation$, to wit: 

(1) .The. findings of the departmf~h~!J "> >. ;of .~rtifi~'6:pf ,,. 
applie:atlc;ms and the action of the: $f:e~. · .d'esfgn" oQ St;t)r 
applications E;hallJ with the E«~Ptfms· . 
WAC' 24&-310470 and 246;..31048(1 ~ ba$1<.t,' .• 
&$ta: · ' 

(ii) Whether the proposed project is n~i 

{b) Whether the proposed project WiU fO$~r,Q9rrtainm9,nt 
of the costs of health care: 

(c) Whether the proposed project is financially feasible; 
and 

(d) Whether the proposed project Will meet the criteria for 
structure and process of care identified in 
WAC 246-310-230. 

(2) Criteria contained in this section and in WAC 246-310-210, 
246-310-220, 246-310..230, and 246-310-240 shall be used by the 
department in making the required determinations. 

(a) In the use of criteria for making the required 
determinations, the department shall consider: 

(i) The consistency of the proposed project with service 
or facility standards contained in this chapter; 
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(ii) In the event the standards contained.zin thi$ chapter 
do not address in sufficient . detail fQt a require<;! 
determination the serviC,es or facititles fqr hlfc;\lth .$ervfce$ 
proposed, the department may i;o·nskfer &~dam$: not· In 
conflict with those stalidards in accordance WUh su.b$ect.ion 
(2){b) ofthis sec;tlon: aod 

(iU) The r~lationship of the ptopo~ed prije~ to t.be long., 
tange plan (ihmy) of the person propo$ing ~project~ · 

(b) . The departmentmay consh;t• )lny cJ{ ~ (otl(>Witls;tin 
its use of criteria for making the requirt:Kt de~inati()t1$!' 

·(l) Nationally recognized 11t~~ati:b; - proMsSJ:otitaJ 
org~nizatlt.ms; ·. · · 

OQ'; Staoaard$ dev~ped by professi~aJ::t>rQantstions in 
WQshlngtdh $tate:; · · 

(iii) Fed~tal medicare an~ ~td ~dffl~tlon 
requ:irern~ts; 

(iv) state UcensitJ9 ,reqtdrenie~; 

(v) Applicable standards developed by oth~ 1ndividµaf$1 

group$, Qr organizations with recog.ntzed ~e telated, ta 
a prop.osed undertaking) · 

2,5 WAC 246--310~21 o defines the "determination of,11ee~ in ev:aluating 

CN Appllcations1 to wit: 

The determination of need for any project shall be based on the 
following criteria, except these criteria will notjustify ex:C!Seding the 
limitation on increases of nursing home bed,s provided In 
WAC 246-310-810. 

(1) The population served or to be served has need for the 
project and other services and facilities of the type proposed are 
not or will not be sufficiently available or acee$Sible to meet that 
need. The assessment of the conformance of a project with this 
criterion shall include, but need not be limited tor consideration of 
the following: 
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(b) In the case of health services or facilities propo$ed to 
be provided, the efficiency and appropriateness of the use of 
existing services and faci!ities.sirnllar to those proposed; 

(2) All residents of the service area, including low .. income 
persons1 racial and . ethnic . minorities, . women, hiandicapp~d 
persons, and other underserved groui:>s am:! the ek.l~rly ar~ ·. likely 
to have adequate access. to the .. Proposed ... ne<!lttt.~eJ'\dce ·.or 
services. The assessment of the conformance of a project With this 
criterion shall rnclude, but not be limited to, considetatiort · as to 
whether the proeosed services makes a contdbµt!9n toward 
meeting the health·related needs .. of . rneml)e~ ·· .. o~ mt:ldically 
underserved groups which· ha.Ve traditioni:lUy experienceo di(fic:~lties 
In obtaining equal access to health servfcesr ~artfcul?rlY .. tnose 
needs Identified in the applicable regional h~aftft.· pl~111r. C\lrmuat 
implementation plan, and state health plan as deserving 9f pri\\>rtty. 
Such con$ideration shall include an a$sessment of the felfowfng: 

(a) The extent to which medically underserved 
populations currently Qse the ap@Ucant'a ·. s~Ni~ .. ln 
comparison to the percentage of the .. population ln the 
applicant's service area wh!ch·is medi~I~ Utld~r$e~ed. and 
the extent to which medically underserved population~ 
are expected to use the proposed services if approved; 

(b) The past performance of the. applicant ih meeting 
obligations, If any, under any applicable federal tegUlati<;>n$ 
requiring provision of uncompensated care, community 
service1 or access by minorities and handicapped persons to 
programs receiving federal financial assistance (including 
the existence of any unresolved civil rights access 
complaints against the applicant); 

(c) The extent to which medicare, medicaid, and 
medically indigent patients are serveo by the applicant; and 

(d} The extent to which the applicant offers a range of 
means by which a person will have access to its services 
(e.g., outpatient services, admission by house staff. 
admission by personal physician). 

(3) The applicant has substantiated any of the following special 
needs and circumstances the proposed project is to serve. 
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(a) The special needs and circumstances of entities such 
as medical and other health professions schools. 
multrdisciplinary clinics and spepialty ·.· centers providing a 
substantial portion of their services or resources, or both, to 
individuals not residing in the health service areas ill which 
the entitles are located or in adjacent health service ateas. 

(b) The special needs and circumstances of biomedical 
and behavioral research projects designed to meet a. national 
need and for which local eonditlons offer special advantages. 

(c) The special needs and circumstances of ost~opaJhic 
hospitals and nonallopathic services. 

(4) . The project .. wm . not have··. an adv~rae effect ..• Pf't . he~lth 
professionaJ schools and training·• programs, The assef?sment. of the 
conformance of a project with this criterion shall incb.1cle 
consideration of: 

(a) . . The effect of the me~ns proposed forthe d¢lwery of 
health services on the . clinical need~ ot health prQ'fessional 
training programs in the area in whtch th~ servit:::es C1re. to b(:l 
provI(fed; and 

(b) If proposed health services are t~ be available ln a 
limited number of facilities, the extent to Which the health 
professions schools serving the area Will have·aocess ta·the 
services for training purposes 

2.6 WAC 246-310-220 sets forth the "determination .of financial feasibility" 

criteria to be considered in reviewing CN Applications. to wit: 

The determination of financial feasibility of a project shall be based 
on the following criteria. 

(1) The immediate and long-range capital and operating costs of 
the project can be met 

(2) The costs of the project, including any construction costs, 
will probably not result in an unreasonable impact on the costs 
and charges for health services. 

(3) The project can be appropriately financed. 
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2.7 WAC 246~310-230 sets forth the ''criteria forstructure and process of care" 

to be used In evaluating CN Applications, to wit 

A determination that a project fosters an acceptable or improved 
quality of health care shall be based on the following criteria. 

(t) A sufficient supply of qualified staff for the project, ioc~tJding 
both health personnel and management personnel; are available or 
can be recruited. 

(2) .. The proposed .. service(sJ . will .. have. an.. . appropriate 
relationship •. inch.iding organizational; relationship1 to ?n9ilfflf)' and 
suppe>rt services, and ancillary and support strrvioes Will be 
sufficient to support any health services included in.th~ prop¢sed 
projeot. 

(3). . . There Is . reasonable . assiJranca ttwt the ct ·wilt · be in 
conformance with applicable state licensing req ... · ··.· .. ··. and, if 
the applicant is . or plans ·. to be certified under tbe: medicaid e>t 
medicare program, with the app.licabte conditigns of pa(tiqfpanon 
related to those programs. 

(4) The proposed project wm promote continU!ty Ir1 the pt(;)Vision 
of health care, not result in an unwarranted fragmentation .. of 
services, and have an appropriate relatronstiip to the servic;~ a~'s 
existing health care system. 

(5) There is reasonable assurance that the services to be 
provided through the proposed project will be provided in a manner 
that ensures safe and adequate care to the public to be served and 
in accord with applicable federal and state laws, rules. and 
regulations, The assessment of the conformance of a project 
to this criterion shall include but not be limited to consideration as to 
whether: 

2.8 WAC 246-310-240 sets forth the "determination of cost containment" 

criteria to be used in evaluation a CN Application, to wit: 

A determination that a proposed project will foster cost containment 
shall be based on the following criteria: 
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(1) Superior alternatives, in terms of cost, efficiency, or 
effectiveness, are not available or practicable. 

(2) In the case of a project involving construction: 

(aJ The costs, scope, and methods of construction ancl 
energy conservation are reasonable; and 

(b) The project will not have an . unreasonable impact on 
the costs and charges to the public of providing health 
services by other persons. 

(3) The . project . will . involve appropriat~ irnproveme.nts pr 
innovations In the financing and delivery of hearth· services which 
foster cost. containment and which.promote quality ass'uraoc;e 1:1nd 
cost effectiveness. · 

2.9 Based on the above Findings of Fact and Conctl,t$iot1$ of ~aw. the 

Presiding officer determines that UWMC's application meets the criteria ft>r CN set forth 

in WAC 246w310-210, WAC 246-310-220, WAC 246.-310-230, ai'ld WAC 240;o31~240. 

Therefore, the CN is awarded to UWMC. 

m. ORDe.R 

A Certificate of Need is APPROVED for the University of Washington Medical 

Center to add 79 acute care beds to its Seattle facility pursuant to its application and in 

conformity with requirements set by the Program. 

FINDINGS OF FACT, 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, 
AND INITIAL ORDER 

Dated this. J 1-day of September, 2014 

FR NK LOCKHART, Health Law Judge. 
Presiding Officer 
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NOTICE TO PARTIES 

When signed by the presiding o~. this order shaft be COO$idered an initial order. 
RCW 18.130~095(4); Chapter 109, lawof2013 (SeC..3:); WAC 246-1Q..6Q8: 

Any party may file a written petition for administrative review of· thi$ initial or~ 
str;lling the specific grounds upon which ·e~ption i$ taken and the relief r~uested. 

WAC 2•10--701(1'). A petition for adminis~t!V& revkaW must be $eMc;:I ~p9n tbe 
Qpposing.;parfy and filed with the adJudtcatlve clerk office. Within 21 da-yS .<# .ServiG& of thee 
·initial ottter., WAC ~t0..701{3). 

ijFltea~ mel:ln$ ~I recejpt of the document •by the Adjuc;fi~ti~· (fterf< Q{fi~. 
·~cw 34.(}B~Q:tQ(&}. "served11 meart$ the day the d6Cl.qtier1f:~·depP1~d·in.th,e!:lnited· 
$~ rnaJt ~~w ·34.Qs.01 ~(1i)JJ1e. :fo~tmon fer a<tmintst\$Jve revl$W· mu• be fiJt*J . 
. wJthin 21'.ca!eridar daysofsetViceof1heirtitiaJ order with: ·· · 

A<ii~i~v'\~terk .office 
Adjudicatlve··~rvice Unit 

POBQx.47879 
Olympia., WA 9~504-:-787$ 

and~ ct>py ro~~·~ sent to the OpPQ$ing pa.rtY~. lf'.ih~,pJ)J)()firig :P~']tfept~'nted by 
ct$n~et, the copy shoufd be sent to the attorney: ·Jff.~ding a copy·to the: As$iStant 
Attorney General in this ease, the maifing address is: · 

Agricult4fe:and Health' Divisi()n 
Office of the. Attomey GetretaJ 

PO Box40109 
Olympia, WA 98504-0109 

Effective date; If administrative review is not timely requ•ted as. ptQ;vid~ above, 
this initial order becomes a nal order and takes effect, under WAG 246.,10 .. 701(5), 
at s:oo pm on . . Failure to petition for administrative 
review may result in e inability to obtain judiclar review due to failure to exhaust 
administrative remedies. RCW 34.05.534. 

Final orders will be reported to the National Practitioner Databank (45'CFR Part 60) and 
elsewhere as required by law. Final orders will be placed on the Department of Health's 
website, and otherwise disseminated as required by the Public Records Act 
{Chap. 42.56 RCW) and the Uniform Disciplinary Act RCW 16.130.110. All orders are 
public documents and may be released. 

For more infunnation, visit our website at: 
http://www.doh.wa.gov/PublicHealtbandHealthcareProviders!Hea!thcareProfessionsandFacilities/Hearings.aspx 
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APPENDIX "B" 



STATE OF WASHINGTON 
DEPARTMENT OF HEAL TH 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

In the Matter of: 

CERTIFICATE OF NEED APPLICATION OF 
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON MEDICAL 
CENTER, 

Applicant, 

vs. 

PROVIDENCE HEALTH & SERVICES
WASHINGTON, D/B/A PROVIDENCE 
REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER EVERETT, 
PROVIOENCE HEALTH & SERVICES
WASHINGTON, D/B/A PROVIDENCE 
SACRED HEART MEDICAL CENTER, and 
SWEDISH HEALTH SERVICES, D/B/A 
SWEDISH MEDICAL CENTER/FIRST HILL, 

Petitioners. 

APPEARANCES: 

Master Case Nos. M2013-1393(1ead) 
M2013-1394 
M2013-1395 

FINDINGS OF FACT, 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, 
AND FINAL ORDER 

Petitioners: Providence Health and Services - Washington, 
d/b/a Providence Sacred Heart Medical Center, and 
d/b/a Providence Regional Medical Center Everett, by 
Dorsey and Whitney, LLP, per 
Peter Ehrlichman, Shawn Larsen-Bright, and Amy Sterner, Attorneys at Law, and 
Swedish Health Services, d/b/a Swedish Medical Center/First Hill, by 
Stephen Pentz, PLLC, per 
Stephen Pentz, Attorney at Law 

Intervenor: University of Washington Medical Center, by 
Freimund Jackson and Tardif, per 
Jeff Freimund, Attorney at Law 

Department of Health Certificate of Need Program, by 
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Robert W. Ferguson, Attorney General, per 
Richard A Mccartan, Assistant Attorney General 

PROCEDURAL HISTORY ON REVIEW 

This matter comes before the Review Officer for administrative review of the 

Findings of Fact. Conclusions of Law, and Initial Order (Initial Order) dated September 12, 

2014, of the Presiding Officer, Frank Lockhart, Health Law Judge. The Presiding Officer 

issued the Initial Order after a contested administrative hearing held June 16.-20, 2014, to 

address the certificate of need (CN) application filed by the University of Washington Medical 

Center (UWMC) to add 79 acute care beds to its existing hospital in Seattle, Washington. 

As noted in the Initial Order, UWMC began planning to expand its existing Seattle 

facility in 2005. Construction of an eight-story tower began in 2007 and was completed in 

2012. The last three stories of the tower were shelled-in for future use. Related to this 

construction project, in approximately 2010, UWMC successfUlly requested a CN to convert 

18 acute care beds to use as neonatal in.tensive care unit (NICU) beds. The net result was a 

reduction of available acute care beds from 378 to 3601 in October of 2012. 

In November of 2012, UWMC applied for the CN currently at issue. On November 

5, 2013, after evaluation, the Certificate of Need Program {Program) determined UWMC's 

application should be granted. CN #1516 was issued to UWMC on November 18, 2013. 

Providence Health and Services, doing business as Providence Sacred Heart Medical 

Center and Providence Regional Medical Center Everett (Providence), and Swedish Health . 

Services, doing business as Swedish Medical Center/First Hill (Swedish), collectively 

1 In addition, there were five acute care beds not set-up, for a total of365. AR 10. 
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identified as "Petitioners" herein, were granted •affected person" status by the Program.2 

Petitioners requested adjudicative proceedings to contest the award of·the CN to UWMC, 

and UWMC was granted intervenor status. 

The Initial Order approved the CN for UWMC to add 79 acute care beds and was 

served on the parties on September 15, 2014. Petitioners filed a Petition for Administrative 

ReView on October 6, 2014. UWMC and the Program ~acl} filed a;Respon.se on October 27, 

2014. 

The Review Officer reviewed the entire record inclUdirtg. bl;Jt not limited to, the 

Petition and both responses, application reC(jrd, supplemen~I app!i~tion recqrd,. hearing 

transcript, written closing arguments and re.blJtials of al). parties. anq Petitioners' ·Offer of 

Proof Regarding Petitioners' Evidence Concerning 2012CHARS Data. 

PETITION FORRl!VIEW 

Petitioners request that the Review Officer "reject the Initial Order in its entirety• 

and enter a final order denying UWMC's application and "revoking the erroneously granted• 

CN. In the alternative, Petitioners request a stay of the CN, if affirmed, to "allow the 

completion of all administrative and judicial review in this case." Finally, Petitioners request 

oral argument prior to the issuance of a final order pursuant to RCW 34.05.464(6). Pet at 3 

Petitioners cite seven specific grounds upon which exception is taken: 

1) The Initial Order's determination that UWMC satisfied the need criterion. 

2) The Initial Order's determination that UWMC satisfied the financial feasibility 

2 As noted in the Initial Order, the record does not state the basis for the Program's grant of"affected persons" status 
to Petitioners. The Review Officer adopts the presumption that Petitioners have standing to challenge the award of 
the CN to UWMC for purposes of this administrative proceeding. The Review Officer takes no position as to 
whether they have appellate standing beyond this review. 
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criterion. 

3) The Initial Order's determination that UWMC satisfied the structure and 

process of care criterion. 

4) The Initial Order's determination that UWMC satisfied the cost containment 

criterion. 

5) The Initial Order's determination that UWMC satisfied all applicable review 

criteria and that UWMC is awarded the CN it requested. 

6) The Presiding Officer's determination that Petitfonerswould not be allowed to 

present evidence concerning 2012 CHARS data. 

7) The "myriad specific statements set forth in the Initial Order as being contrary 

to law, Department policy or practice, and/or the record in this. case~" 

At the heart of Petitioners• argument is the contention thatitis Inappropriate to use 

any criteria to determine bed need other than the "'umerie· need methodology generally used 

by the Program. In addition, Petitioners believe UWMC's failure fo Ust 34 million dollars used 

to build the shell of the last three floors renders the application and subsequent analysis 

deficient. 

UWMC's RESPONSE 

UWMC refutes each of Petitioners' grounds for exception and argues that a 

preponderance of the evidence supports the decision of the Program to grant the CN and the 

Presiding Officer's approval in the Initial Order. Therefore, it requests that the CN be 

approved and the request for a stay be denied. 
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THE PROGRAM'S RESPONSE 

The Program's response supports the decision of the Program to grant the CN and 

the Presiding Officer's approval in the Initial Order. The Program also requests that the stay 

be denied. 

REVIEW OFFICER'S ANALYSIS 

Petition for Review 

1. Determination of need. 

Petitioners cite 7 grounds upon Which exception is taken. The first and primary 

objection is to the Initial Order's determination that UWMCsatisfied the need criterion. 

Petitioners present the somewhat puzzling argument that the Program cannot use 

the Criterion 2 methodology to establish need. because. it is "stray language" contained In the 

•defunct, legally nonexistenr 1987 State Health Plan that was sunset irt 1990. Pet. at 13. 

Instead, the Program must continue to use the numeric need methodot<>gy established in the 

very same document which. when applied, shows no need for addifi<:>nal acute care beds. 

Pet. at 14. 

The State Health Plan (SHP) was developed In 1987 by the State Health 

Coordinating Council under the provisions of the State Health Planning and Development 

Act (chapter 70.38 RCW). The SHP has two parts. Volume 1 reviews the health status of 

state residents at the time and presents health principles, goals, objectives and strategies. 

Volume 2 presents health service performance standards, including methods for forecasting 

the need for beds at various types of health care facilities that were designed specifically to 

meet requirements for state review of proposed projects. 
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The Hospital Bed Need Forecasting Method in Volume 2 of the SHP contains 

thirteen "Criteria and Standards" in subsection· (c) as well as a detailed numeric need 

methodology in subsection (d). Criterion 2 acknowledges that hospital bed need forecasts 

are only one aspect of planning, and it may be appropriate to allow a facility to expand even 

if toe tQtal bed supply is adequate if certain conditions exist that show the benefits of 

expansion outweigh the potential costs of possible ~d stJrplus. 

The 1987 SHP was sunset in 1990. However, it.has continued to be used as an 

evaluative tool by the Program, applicants, and interested parties. ,As ;®tad· by the"Presiding 

Offlce,r in .the Initial Order, the Program states in each of itS h(')spitat ~ e;~luations that the 

department has concluded that this methodology remain$ ·a r~Hatlfe .tool tor predicting 

baseline need for acute care beds in most CirQUmstances. AR 1227~ Normally, the 

application of the SHP is an uncontested matter. 

Criteria for the review of CN applications shall include consideration of "the need 

that the population served or to be served by such services has for such services} RCW 

70.38.115(2)(a). Thus, the focus is the on the needs of the population to be served. In most 

cases, the population being served consists of local residents of the planning area in which 

the proposed services will be offered, whether that planning area spans multiple counties or 

portions of a single county. Therefore, it is generally appropriate to use the numeric need 

methodology found in the SHP because it focuses on the needs of planning area residents. 

But use of the numeric need methodology ·for acute care beds in the SHP is not 

mandated in law or rule. In addition to the needs of the population to be served, RCW 

70.38.115 directs consideration of additional factors that may impact need such as the 
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accessibility of the proposed services to all residents of the area served; the need for and the 

availability in the community of services and facilities for physicians and their patients; the 

impact on existing and proposed institutional training programs for physicians, students, 

interns and residents; and the level of charity care provided. 

The CN rules state that the population served or to be served must have need for 

the project and other services and facilities of the type proposed are not or will not be 

sufficiently available or accessible to meet that need. WAC 236-310-210(1}. As with the 

statute, the focus is on the people who will use the services and no specific methodology to 

det~rmine need is identified. To aid in determining need, the Program may consider 

standards set by national and Washington state professional associations, as well as 

standards developed by other individuals, groups, or organizations with recognized expertise 

related to the proposed undertaking. WAC 246-310;..200. 

The 1987 SHP contains standards developed by a group with recognized expertise 

in health planning. The fact that it was sunset in 1990 does not render those standards void. 

To the contrary, those standards continue to be used by the Program, applicants, and 

interested parties to this day. The consideration of Criterion 2 to determine need is not 

invalid merely because it is contained within the 1987 SHP. 

Petitioners rely heavily on the fact that Criterion 2 "has never once been applied, 

in the 35-year history of the CON statutory framework." Pet. at 13. Assuming, but not 

finding, this is true does not render its use improper as long as that use was not arbitrary or 

capricious. An "arbitrary and capricious· act means "willful and unreasoning action in 

disregard of facts and circumstances." Washington Waste Sys., Inc. v. Clark County, 115 
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Wash.2d 74, 81, 794 P.2d 508 (1990). •Though the agency's discretion is unfettered at the 

outset, if It announces and follows ... a general policy by which its exercise of discretion will 

be governed, an irrational departure from that policy ... (as opposed to an avowed alteration 

of it] could constitute action that must be ·overturned as tarbitrary, capriciQ\Js, [or] an. abuse of 

discretion.' " Torres-Valdivias v. Holder, 766 F.3d 1106, 1114 (2014) citing INS v. Yueh

$haio Yang, 519 U.S. 26, 32, 117 s.ct 350, 1~e L.Ed.~d' 288 (19$6). YVtter~ there is room 

for two opiniol'l$, an administrative action is. not arbitrary or capricipus if6'e ~gency rendered 

its decision honestly and with due consideration, even if:a reviewing co1,.n:tbelieves that the 

agency reached an erroneous conclusion. Freeman v. State, 178 Wash~2d 387, 403, 309 

P~3d431 (2013); Porterv. Seattle Sch Dist. No. 1. 160Wash.App; 872,.8ao. 2:4£rP.3d 1111 

(2011). 

Here, the decision of the Presiding Officer was rendered Witftdue consideration to 

the extensive arguments of all parties. Importantly, there was no surprise to the parties. 

UWMC referenced its reliance on Criterion 2 in its CN application dated November 2, 2012. 

AR 28. Criterion 2 was also referenced in UWMC's answers to. the. Program~s second 

screening questions dated March 28, 2013. AR 242. This placed all parties on notice that 

need might be evaluated using factors other than use of the numeric need methodology and 

allowed the issues to be fully and fairly debated. Petitioners' written public comments dated 

May 15, 2013, acknowledged this by stating "While the Department has some latitude in 

evaluating other indicators of "need" in unique applications, we do not believe that UWMC's 

application warrants special consideration, since it is not unique.· AR 417, AR 504. 
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The record is replete with arguments from both sides regarding why UWMC's 

application does or does not merit special consideration. The Review Officer is persuaded 

that itdoes for the same reasons detailed in Finding of Fact 1.8 in the Initial Order. Two facts 

are particularly compelling, First, UWMC has the distinction of being attached to the only 

allopathic mecJiOalschool is the.state. Second, 8Q% of UWMC's patientdays ~re comprised 

of patients who come from outside the North King County planning a~a (TR47~·and it is 

forced to tum away patients on a regular basis due to a1pacity constnijnts3• ltis ootlogical 

to apply a methodology that only measures thE! n•d withitt:'t)1e ·planning area wnen 89% of 

the care is pre>vided to patients from outside that planning ar~~. 

A finding that UWMC meets the need ciit~ria because it prtmatity. serves a 

population beyond its planning area should not be confused with a finding·• of institutional 

need. Throughout the record, Petitioners refer to the decision In. /n re: CertiRcate ofNeed on 

Providence Sacred Heart Medical Center Proposal to add 152 Acute Care Beds to Spokane 

County (2011) {Sacred Heart). In that case, surplus beds capacity in the service area 

precluded a grant of the requested CN despite the hospital's individual internal need. 

Sacred Heart was clearly decided based on the numeric bed methodology, not 

Criterion 2. In the current case, the population served is the state of Washington4 . There is 

no showing of a surplus of beds providing the types of complex care UWMC provides to 

citizens of the state of Washington. To the contrary, UWMC receives a large number of 

3 This is noted frequently in the record and generally uncontested, although the exact number of patients turned 
away is debated by the parties. 
4 And beyond. Ten percent ofUWMC's patient days come from outside of Washington. AR 35. 
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transfer patients from other hospitals (including Petitioners' facilities) that do not have 

adequate staffing or resources to provide complex care. AR 1092~93. 

2. Inclusion of the 34 million construction costs. 

Petitioners also contend that UWMC failed to include the 34 million dollar 

construction ce>st for the three shelled out floors. This cost was paid in full prior to the CN 

application. As such, it was an existing asset of UWMC. regardless of whether the CN was 

granted or not The Presiding Officer corre,ctly determined inclusion of the shell costs in the 

budget would not have made a difference in the operafjng costs of the project. Finding of 

Fact 1.21. . 

3. Useof2012CHARSdata. 

Throt.1ghout the record, Petitioners repeatedly and sQtt.uc:>usly objected to the 

Program's use of 2011 CHARS data and introduction of incomplete· or annualized 2012 data. 

Petitioners sought to introduce the actual 2012 CHARS data that was released on July 9, 

2013. TR 844-45. On the final day of hearing, the Presiding Officer ruled that he would not 

consider 2012 CHARS data but would consider annoalized 2012 data. TR 1025•26. 

It is within the sound discretion of the health law judge to admit. or not admit, 

evidence that came into the existence after the close of the public comment period. Univ. of 

Wash. Med. Ctr. v. Dept. of Health, 164 Wash.2d 95, 104, 187 P.3d 243 (2008). In this 

case, the public comment period ended on May 15, 2013. AR 337 -38. The parties were 

given until July 11, 2013, to rebut the public comments. AR 1288-89. The 2012 CHARS 

data was released after the close of public comment but two days before the close of the 

rebuttal period and almost four months prior to completion of the Program's evaluation. 
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On August 11, 2014, Petitioners filed an Offer of Proof Regarding Petitioners' 

Evidence Concerning 2012 CHARS Data that lists 16 points its expert would make if allowed 

to use the information. The Review Officer carefully analyzed. the Offer of Proof and found it 

did not impact the ultimate decision in this case. Several points relate to application of the 

numeric need methodology which is inapplicable here because Criterion 2 was used to 

determine need. Other points purport to show that UWMC's anticipated growth, using 2012 

annualized data, did not materialize at projected rates and that its cases are not unique 

based on diagnostic-related group (DRG} codes and case mix index. 

While reasonable minds can and will differ, the Presiding Officer's decision to 

exclude the .2012 CHARS data was supported by law and the facts of the case. In addition, 

while it was undeniably more correct than the projections, the data. was not so different that 

its use would have required (or even strongly suggested) a different outcome under a 

Criterion 2 analysis. 

Request for Sta~ 

If the grant of the CN is upheld, Petitioners request a stay pending resolution of the 

administrative review and all subsequent judicial and appellant actions because it would be 

uirresponsible and inappropriate" for UWMC. as a state agency, to expend the funds to 

implement the CN when there is a "substantial likelihood" it will be revoked. Pet at 4647. 

Whether a stay pending appeal should be granted depends on (1) whether the 

issue presented by the appeal is debatable, and (2) whether a stay is necessary to preserve 

for the movant the fruits of a successful appeal. Purser v. Rahm, 104 Wn.2d 159, 177, 702 

P.2d 1196 (1985}. (emphasis added) 
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Petitioners have failed to argue that a stay is necessary to preserve for itself the 

fruits of a successful appeal. A successful appeal for Petitioners would result in maintaining 

the status quo of beds within the North King County Planning area. Unlike< situations where 

the benefitof a succel)sful appeal would be lost prior to the conclusion of a case, Petitioners 

Will .lose nothing in the absence of a stay. TCI the contrary; ifls UWMC th~t bears the risk of 

implemeoting the CN prior to exhaustion of any appellate review. 

R@aueslfor Oral Argument 

Petitioners requested oral argument RGW 34.05.464(6) states "The rei/iewing 

officer shall aff()rd each party an opportunity :to pr~$11t written argument atid may afford 

each party an· opportunity to present oral argument. ii The opportunity for oral argument on a 

petition for review is clearly discretionary. 

The Review Officer has read the entire record for this case w6i.ch included nearly 

1300 pages of application record, more than 200 pages of supplemental record, more than 

1200 pages of transcript, and three four~inch binders containing the clerl(s files. The parties 

have each provided detailed and compelling written argument. Oral argument would not 

assist the Review Officer with her decision making and would likely cause further delay and 

expense to the parties. 

I. FINDINGS OF FACT 

1.1 The Findings of Fact in the Initial Order dated September 12, 2014, are 

adopted herein. 

II 

II 
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II. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

2.1 The Department of Health is authorized and directed to implement the CN 

Program. RCW 70.38.105. 

2.2 The Secretary is authorized to designate a Review Officer to review initial 

orders and to enter final orders. RCW 43. 70.7'40. 

2.3 Petitioners' Petition for Administrative Review and the resp()nSEls of 

UWMC and the Program were timely filed. WAC 246-10-701. 

2;4 Th~ Conclusions of Law in the Initial Order dated September 12, 2014 are 

adopted herein. 

II 

II 

Ill. FINAL ORDER 

Based on the foregoing, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 

3.1 The Initial Order dated September 12, 201'4,.is AFFIRMl:D. 

3.2 The motion for a stay is DENIED. 

3.3 The motion for oral argument is DENIED. 

Dated this z_u+. day of ~ '"'j 

JOHN WIESMAN, OrPH, MPH 
SECRETARY OF HEAL TH 

By KRISTI WEEKS 
REVIEW OFFICER 
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NOTICE TO PARTIES 

Any Party may file a petition for reconsideration. RCW 34.05.461 {3); RCW 

34.05.470. The petition must be filed within ten (10) days of service of thl$ Order with: 

Adjudicative Clerk Office 
Adjudicative 8ervi¢e Unit 

POBox47879 
Olympia, WA 98~7879 

A copy must be sent· to the other parties. If sending a copy to the Assistant 

Attorney General in this case, the mailing address is: , 

Agriculture and Hea"h Division 
Office of the Attorney General 

P.O. Box40109 
Olympia. WA 98504-0109 

The petition must state the specific grounds upon which reconsideration is 

requested and the relief requested. WAC 246.;10-704, The petition fqr rf:lconsideration 

is considered denied twenty (20) days after the petition is filed if the AdjudicatiVe Clerk 

Office has not responded to the petition or served written notice of the date by which 

action will be taken on the petition. 

A petition for judicial review must be filed and served within thirty (30) days 

after service of this Order. RCW 34.05.542. The procedures are.identified in chapter 

34.05 RCW. Part V, Judicial Review and Civil Enforcement. A petition for 

reconsideration is not required before seeking judicial review. If a petition for 

reconsideration is filed, the thirty (30) day period for requesting judicial review does not 

start until the petition is resolved. RCW 34.05.470(3). 
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The Order remains in effect even if a petition for reconsideration or petition for 

judicial review is filed. "Filing" means actual receipt of the document by the Adjudicative 

Clerk Office. RCW 34.05.010(6). This Order was "served" upon you on the day it was 

deposited in the United States mail. RCW 34.05.010(19). 

Final orders are public documents, and may be placed on the Department of 

Health's website and otherwise released as required by the Public Records Act, chapter 

42.56 RCW. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on this date I caused to be served a copy of the 

foregoing on the following by the method indicated: 

Richard A. Mccartan 
Attorney General of Washington 
7141 Cleanwater Drive SW 
P.O. Box 40109 
Olympia, WA 98504 

Jeffrey Freimund 
Freimund Jackson & Tardif, PLLC 
711 Capitol Way S., Suite 602 
Olympia, WA 98501 

D Via Messenger 
D Via ECF Notification 
D Via Facsimile 
IZ! Via U.S. Mail 
IZ! Via Electronic Mail 

D Via Messenger 
D Via ECF Notification 
D Via Facsimile 
IZ! Via U.S. Mail 
IZI Via Electronic Mail 

Dated this 281h day of September, 2015. 

r!W~JilL 
"~e Slavik 
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